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One of the proteins that
mal{e up the AIDS virus

and are essential for its
replication is the HIV

protease. The molecule
consists of two subunits
(here represented by the

purple and yellow
ribbons). which cut other
viral particles into the
smaller bits necessary
for replication. Those
particles have to fit neatly
into a particular site in

the protease. Biologists

have worl(ed out the
atomic structure of the
protease and designed
small molecules to substitute in the site, thus
hindering the protease's
function. This and other
advances in the battle to
subdue AIDS are described
in an article adapted from
talks at Caltech's 1997

Biology Forum, beginning
on page 24.
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Random Walk
La te Bloome r: Arabidopsis Arri v es -

by Rebecca Rothenberg

A tiny, unassuming weed takes a place of honor in the genet icists' paotheon.

16

No Assembly ReqU ired -

by Douglas L. Smith

Proteins fold up imo useful shapes all by themselves; Caltcch biolog ists arc
d iscovering how to mimi c this in a computer.

24

The Quest for a Cure: AIDS Resea rch at the Millennium
Paoelists ar the Calecch Biology Forum discuss recent advances in drug creatmem
and the cominuing search for a vaccine.

34

Ta xing Women -

by Edw ard

J. McCaffery

A bias against working wives has been buile into our tax system . How did this
come about, and what can be done about it ?
On t he cover: An all-lear,
triple mutant or the
mouse-ear cress (Arabidopsis thaliana) flower was

43
44
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R . Stanton Avery

created by disabling all
three groups or genes that
govern organ identity in
the flower's rour whorls.
Without these genes,
leaves replace the sepals,
petals, stamens, and carpels. Elliot Meyerowitz has
adopted Arabidopsis as a
research organism, using
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its conveniently compact
genome to research how a
flower is made. An article
about his work begins on
page 8.
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Random Walk
Associate Professor of Astronomy
Charles Steidel (PhD '90) and
colleagues have found several large
clusters of galaxies that had begun
to aggregate when the universe
was only about one-tenth of its
present age, long before gravity
would have had time enough to
pull them together. These clusters

~', .

therefore reflect the distribution of

-. -

matter in the universe soon after

THAT WAS A QUICK

DECADE

the Big Bang. Since a galaxy's

" ' 0 '

redshift is a proxy for its age, the

" .*

.." ....~

astronomers used the 200-inch

The January 1998 broadcast of Ail-Talk: The Caltech Edition
on KPCC (89 ,3 FM) marks the 10th anniversary of that monthly
live radio program. The Caltech Edition is a special installment
of the regular AirTalk series, which is hosted every weekday
evening by larry Mande. Mantle devotes AirTalk to interviews
of political figures, celebrities, academic personalities, authors,
and others from a wide variety of backgrounds. Listeners have
the opportunity during the show to call in and talk to Mande
or the guests directly. KPCC, licensed to Pasadena City College,
has the strongest signal of any N PR-affiliated station in Los
Angeles and Orange Counties, and , in general, can be heard
from Sama Barbara to San Diego.
Cal tech President David Baltimore and R obert O 'Rourke,
Caltech's associate vice president for institute relations and
the originator of the idea for the series, are the 10th-anniversary
guests. Past Caltech Edition g uests have included Kip Thorne,
an expert on gravitation and a longtime collaborator with
Stephen H awking; Ed Stone, who holds a joint appointment
as director of Cal tech 's J et Propulsion LaboratOry oPL) and as
vice president at Caltech; Donna Shirley, the head of JPl's Mars
exploration program; Christof Koch , an expert on neural
networks and computers who has spoken on the cloning
controversy; seismologists K ate Hutton and Lucy Jones; and
planetary scientist Andy Ingersoll, who is an expert on global
warming and rhe EI Nino phenomenon. 0
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Hale Telescope at Caltech's Palomar

....

Observatory to search for galaxies

to)"

whose light has been shifted so far
to the red t hat they are invisible
at ultraviolet wavelengths (top).
This portion of a typical field from
the Hale Telescope (middle)
contains some 2,000 galaxies and
about 75 "ultraviolet dropouts"
(circled). The redshifts of these
dropouts were then measured at
the twin 10-meter telescopes at
Caltech's W. M. Keck Observatory
in Hawaii. The blue ba rs (bottom)
show the clumpiness of the
dropout galaxies' measured
distribution; the red curve in the
background shows how the data
would look if the galaxies were
distributed randomly in space.
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HUDSON BAY BOUNCES BACK

Caltech senior Rowena Lohman, geology major, fluti st, actress (seen here as
Eva in last fall's production of Thieves' Carnival). and rock climber, has
been named one of Glamour magazine's Top Ten College Women for 1997.
The award includes a trip to New York City, where honorees are introduced
to professionals in their field.

CALTECH BEATS THE BIG
WEST, BIG EAST, SEC,

10, BIG 12, BIG
Ivy LEAGUE. ••

No, it's not the fantasy of a frus trated football coach, bur
rhe results of a very different nationw ide sporring event- rhe
Fourth Annual Collegiate Championship of Amateur Radio
Clubs. The Caltech Amateur Radio Club (C1TARC) took firSt
place, winning by commanding margins the twO lesser eveors
that make up the championship. In both events, the club,
which holds rhe call sign W6UE, attempted to contact other
amateur radio operatOrs. Scoring is based on the number of
contac ts completed times rhe number of sections contacted .
(For these contests, Canada and the United States-including
Alaska, H awaii, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and the
Pacific Territories-are divided intO 79 sections, some of which
are quite difficult to concact because of their distance or sparse
population. The idea is to reward the stations that reach the
widest areas; ocherwise stations in densely populated regions
could win on purely local contacts.) The firSt evenc, held on
the first weekend of November, was conducted in Morse code;
tbe mher, on tbe third weekend of November, was in voice
mode. In both events, Cal tech made a clean sweep of all 79
sections. (For mo re info rm ation about CITARC, check their
Web si te at http://www.cco.caltech.edu/- w6ue/)
There's a serious side to all t his-in the aftermath of an
earthquake or Other natural disaster that brings down telephone
lines and compucer networks, amateur radio provides a vi tal
communications link. Contests such as these hone operators'
technical skills and test the station's equipmeot, much like
emergency-preparedness excercises.
SOIDe two dozen colleges participated, including Penn State,
the University of Texas, the University of Nevada-Reno, Virginia Tech, th e University of Arkansas, and H arvard. Oh, and That
Other Institute of Technology ? We beat them , tOO. [] -DS

W hile Earth's g ravitar.ional
field is commonly thought of
as constant, in reali ty there
are small variations in the
field as one moves around
the surface of the planet.
These variations have
typical magnitudes of about
one ten-thousandth of the
average gravi tational attraction, which is approximately
9.8 meters per second per
second. A global map of
these variations shows large
undulations at a variety of
length scales. These undu1ations are known as gravi ty
anomalies.
There are many such
anomalies in Earth's gravity
field , but one of the largest
negative gravity anomalies
(implying the attraction of
gravity being a little less than
average, or in other words, a
mass deficit) is centered on
Hudson Bay, Canada.
Using a new approach to
analyzing planetary gravity
fields, Assistant Professor of
Geophysics Mark Simons at
Caltech and Bradford Hager
at MIT have shown that
incorn plete glacial rebound
can account for a substantial
po rri on of the Hudson Bay
gravity anomaly.
With this new information,
Simons and H age r were able
to place new constraints on
the variations in strength of
the materials that constitute
the outer layers of Earth's
interior (the crUSt and
mantle). T heir work appeared in the December 4
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issue of the journal Nature.
About 18,000 years ago,
Hudson Bay was at t he center
of a continental-sized glacier.
Known as the Laurentide ice
sheet, this glacier had a
thickness of several kilometers. The weight of tbe ice
bowed Earth's surface down.
The vast majority of tbe ice
eventually melted at the end
the Ice Age, leaving a
depression in its wake.
While this dep ression has
endured for thousands of
years, it has been g radually
recovering, flattening itself
our like a vacated sofa cushion. (The term "glacial
rebound" refers to this tendency of land in formerly
glaciated areas to rise after
the ice load bas disappeared.)
The coastlines located near
t he cemer of th e former ice
sheet have already risen
several hundred meters, and
will cominue to rebound.
"The rate at which the area
rebounds is a function of the
viscosity of Earth," says
Simons. " By looking at the
rate of rebound going on, it's
possible to learn about the
planet's viscosity."
Simons says t hat geophysicists have known for some
time about the Hudson Bay
gravity anomaly, but have
hi therto been uncertain how
much of the gravi ty anomaly
is a result of glacial rebound
and how much is due to
mantle convection or other
processes.
The gravity anomaly is
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measured from bm h the
ground and from space.
Simons and Hager use a
gravi ty data set developed by
researchers at NASA's Goddard Space Fligh[ Ceneer.
However, knowing how
much of an anoma ly exists at
a certain site on Earth is nm
sufficient co determine the
pliabi lity of the materials
beneath it. For this, Simons
and Hager developed a new
mathematical tool that looks
at spatial variations of the
spectrum of the gravity field.
In many instances, this
approach allows one to
separate the signatures of
geologic processes that occur
at different locations on
Earth. In particular, Simons
and Hager were able to
isolate the g lacial-rebound
signature from the signa tures
of other processes, suc h as
manifestations of plate
tectonics, that domi nate that
gravity field but are conce ntrated at other geographi c
locations.
H aving an estimate of
incomplete postglacial
rebound allowed Simons
and H ager to de ri ve a model
of how the viscosity of the
mantle changes with depth.
Simons and Hager proposed
ODe such model that explains
both the gravity anomaly as
well as rhe uplift rates estimared from the coastlines.
Thei r favored model
suggestS that underneath
tbe oldest parrs of continents
(some of which are over 4
billion years old), the viscosity of the oueer 400 kilometers
of Earth's interior is much
stiffer than it is under the
oceans. Therefore, these
continental keels can resist
the erosion by the co nvective
flow that drives plate teeronics. D - RT
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WE'RE BACK ON MARS
On December 10, the Mars
Pathfinder mission was honored by
the U.S. Postal Service with the
issuance of a $3 priority-mai l
stamp. Fifteen million of the
stamps, which bear a portion of
the first panoramic image

FIR ST DAY OF ISSUE

returned after the Ju ly 4 landing,
have been printed.

THE

CARTOON

GUIDE TO

As every Bugs Bunny fan
knows, the laws of physics in
the carmon universe are rather different tha n in ou r own.
But can cartOon physics
inspire real discoveries? The
"Feedback" section of t he
Ocmber 11 , 1997, issue of
New Scientist nored, "Where
do scientific ideas first
appear' Looking back 35
years reveals one possibility.
fn the early 1960s, American
TV aired a popular weekly
cartoon called tbe Rocky ,wd
Bill/winkle Show. In one
sequence, the dimwirred
bem, Bullwinkle J. Moose,
notices that his normally frozen home town of Frostbite
Falls, Minnesota. is starting
to thaw much earlier than
usual.
"No, it is n't global warming arriving early. Our hero
discovers that the Norrh Pole
has become so top-heavy with
ice that it is slipping toward
the equator, raking Frostbite
Falls into sunnier climes and
wreaking general environmen tal havoc ... " (This polar
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deep freeze was caused
by arch- nogoodnik Boris
Badenov's scheme to displace
the Notth Pole, and with it
Santa Claus, into the Pacific
Ocean. Boris, operating from
the new North Pole, planned
to take over Christmas, carrying gifcs up rhe chimney
instead of down .)
The article went on to
com pare this plot line to
recent speculations by
Professor of Geobiology
Joseph Kirschvink (BS, MS
'75) [ba[ some 534 million
years ago, a mass imbalance
in the mantle beneath
the supercontinent of
Gondwanaland (whicb had
formed from the fusion of
several lesser land masses
only 20-30 million years
earlier) caused Earth to
become rotationall y unstable.
Gondwanaland, which was
straddling t he South Pole at
the time, suddenly lurched
90 degrees norrhward as a
result, shifting the excess
mass to a more stable
equa torial location. (See

"Aclas Shrugged" in [he Random Walk secti on of the last
E&S.)
The item concluded,
"Kirschvin k's proposal earned
him considerable ink in the
science ptess .. . Nowhere,
howeve r, was th ere any
recognition of the key
contribution to the theory
made by Bullwinkle J.
Moose."
Kirschvink, who loved
Rocky a1/d Bill/winkle as a kid,
has a more prosaic explanation. "The theoretical
possibility of true polar
wander has been known for
over 50 years. Then. back in
[he early '60s, a buncb of
papers came our saying that
Earth's moment of inertia is
about half a degree off from
its spi n axis, and is moving
back toward it. This was
presumed to be due to
deglaciation [see Hudson's
Bay Bounces Back). Some
writer for the show probably
saw it in the newspaper
somewhere and said, 'Hey,
cool. I can use that!,.. U - DS

10-4, COpy THAT

The Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., was on campus February 25-27,
1958, as the second visitor in the Cal tech V's Leaders of America program.
He arrived in Los Angeles with his wife, Coretta Scott King, and t he two
were driven to campus from the Beverly Hilton by

then~sophomore

Kent

Frewing (BS '61) . For three days, King met informally with a large number
of students, faculty, and staff, and presented formal lectures at the

Athe~

naeum and Dabney Hall (above) . He was also the guest of honor at several
meals in the undergraduate n!:sidential houses. Forty years later, basketball~star~turned~media~star

Tommy Hawkins, vice president of communica-

tions for the Los Angeles Dodgers, was the keynote speaker at Cal tech's
King Day observances (below). In a moving speech, Hawkins described his
experiences as the first black player on the University of Notre Dame's
basketball team, crediting King, Jackie Robinson, and Notre Dame president
Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, C.S.c., for making it possible.

Caltech biologists have
pinpointed the sequence of
reactions that triggers the
duplication of DNA in cells.
In companion papers
appearing in recent issues of
the journals Science and Cell,
Assistant Professor of Biology
Raymond Deshaies and his
colleag ues describe the chain
of events that lead to the
copyi ng of chromosomes in
a baker's yeast cell. Baker's
yeast is often used as a model
for human cells, so the research could have implica ~
tions for technology aimed at
controlling cell reproduction,
such as cancer treatments.
"We've provided a bi rd'seye view of bow a cell
switches on the machinery
that copies DNA," says
Deshaies. "These principles
can now be translated inco a
better understanding of how
human cells proliferate."
The group's research keys
primarily on how cells copy
and segregate their chrom osomes during the process of
duplicating one cell into two.
The new papers are concerned
with how cells enter the
DNA synt hesis phase, duting
which the chrom osomes are
copied.
For years, cell biologists
have tried ro determine precisely which chemical events
set off these reactions. The
cell cycle is fundamental to
the growth and division of all
ceUs, but the process is somehow ramped down once the
organism reaches maturity.
The paper appearing in
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Science describes how DNA
synthesis is turned on. In
the preceding stage (known
as G 1), proteins named G 1
cyctins trigger the destructi on of an inhibitor that keeps
DNA synthesis from beginrung.
This inhibitor sequesters an
enzyme referred ro as S-CDK
(for DNA synthesis-promoting eyelin-dependent kinase),
thereby blocking irs aCtion.
Once the S-CDK is released,
it switches on DNA synthesis. The S-CDK is present
before the copying of DNA
begins, but the DNA copying
is not nuned on until the SCDK is freed of its inhibitor.
The Deshaies group has
shown chac several phosphaces
are attached to the S-CDK
inhibitor. These phosphates
act as a molecular Velcro,
sti cking the inhibitor to yet
another set of proteins called
SCE
The Cell paper essentially
picks up the description
of the cell cycle at this point.
The SCF, which acts like a
molecular "hie man," promotes the attachment of
another protein, ubiquitin.
(See E&S, Spring 1995.)
Ubiquitin in turn attracts
the cellular garbage pail,
prote-asome. The inhibitor
is dis-posed of in the proteasome, thereby freeing the
S-CDK, which goes on to
stimulate DNA duplication.
The process described
above is quite complicated
even in this condensed form,
and actually is co nsiderably
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more complicated in its
technical details. But the
detailed description that
Deshaies and his colleagues
have achieved is important
fundamemal science that
could have technological
implications in the future,
D es hai es says.
"This traces the ig nition
of DNA synthesis down to
a relatively small set of proteins," he says. "Any time
you figure out how a part of
the cell division machinery
works, you can start thinking
about devising new strategies
to turn it on and off."
It is a precise turning on
and off of DNA replication,
many researchers think, that
will someday be the key to
better and more speci fic
cancer-fighting drugs. Because a tumor is a group of
cells that literally never stops
the cell duplication cycle, a
greater unde~standing of the
cycle itself is almost certain
to be a factor in further
medical advances in cancer
creatment.
"Ie could be five ro 10
years, but this work could
point the way to new cancerfighting drugs," Deshaies
says. "It is much easier to
begin a rational approach to
developing new treatments
for cancer if you are armed
with fundamental insights
into how the cellular machinery works."
The other authors on the
paper in the October i7 issue
of CeLL are Cal tech grad student R. M. Renny Feldman,
postdoc Craig C. Correll, and
Kenneth B. Kaplan, a postdoc
at M.l.T.
The other authors of the
Science paper from the O ctober
17 issue are Rati Verma, a
senior research fellow at
Caltech; Gregory Reynard ,
a Cal tech technician; and R .
S. Annan, M. J. Huddlesron ,
and S. A. Carr, all of the
Research Mass Spectrometry
Laboratory at SmithKline
Beecham Pharmaceuticals in
King of Ptussia, PA . D-RT
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Above: A high~resolution map of

GALILEO: PRIMARY
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MISSION ACCOMPLISHED

Jupiter's temperatures (left) and a
Hubble Space Telescope view of the
same area (right), taken within 10
hours of the Galileo map. The
visually bright spots are generally
colder than their surroundings,
indicating that rising gas is cooling
and forming reflective condensates.

)Ft's Galileo spacecraft ended its two-year, ii-orbit primary
mission to Jupiter on December 7, 1997. The program will
henceforth be known as rhe Galileo Europa Miss ion, or GEM.
Galileo will swoop past Europa eight times in the next two
years, looking for hints as to whether a liquid ocean lurks under
Europa's fractured, icy crust. Four loops by Callisto will follow,
which will slow the spacecraft and alter its course for 10. If the
intense radiation in lo's neighborhood doesn't prove fatal, Galileo will then make two close passes by Jupiter'S pizza-faced
moon for a detailed look at its volcanic surface.
During its primary mission, Galileo beamed back roughly a
billion bytes of data, enabling such nonphorogenic discoveries as
the tenuous atmospheres around Ganymede, Callisto, and
Europa; the metallic cores within la, Europa, and Ganymede;
and Ganymede's magnetic field. The spacecraft also returned
more than 1,800 pictures of Jupiter and these four moons.
Here are some recent highlights.

Above: This one-mi!lute exposure of
a piece of Jupiter's night side,
which was taken in the moonlight
of 10, has been colored red for
dramatic effect. The white patches
near the top are lightning storms,
made visible by multiple bolts
during the exposure. As befits the
king of the gods, Jove's lightning
bolts are hundreds of times more
powerful than terrestrial ones.
Above: Between April (left) and September (right), 1997, an Arizona-sized
dark spot formed on 10 around a caldera, or volcanic depression, called
Pillan Patera. (The red ring is deposits from Pele, another volcano.)
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Above: In this color-enhanced view of Europa, the blues and whites come from a dusting of fine ice particles ejected
by the impact that formed a 26-kilometer-diameter crater some 1,000 kilometers to the south. The rest of the
surface has been painted reddish-brown by mineral contaminants that escaped from beneath the crust when it
fractured. Europa's original color was probably the deep blue seen elsewhere over large areas of its surface.

Right: This false-color image of
part of Callisto's southern hemisphere combines visible and infrared data. Red indicates icy areas,
while regions with less ice are
blue. The big red blotch in the
center is an unnamed, 200-kilometer-diameter impact crater;
several of the other red blotches
correlate with lesser craters, suggesting that an icy subsurface
underlies a thin coating of darker
material.
Far right: The pancake-shaped
deposits on the Hoors of these two
craters are landslides from the
crater walls. Each landslide is
about 3-3.5 kilometers long. The
fact that they traveled such large
distances may indicate that
Callisto's surface material is very
fine-grained.

Far left: 10 glows in the dark. This false-color image was taken in visible
light when 10 was in Jupiter's shadow. Red marks the most intensely
glowing regions (lakes and flows of hot lava), with dimmer areas trailing off
through yellow and green into blue. like our moon, 10 always keeps the
same side facing its planet. The point closest to Jupiter Is at the righthand edge of this image, where a field of hot spots can be seen. Jupiter's
tidal influence pulls 10'5 surface some 50 meters out of round at this point,
squeezing and heating the magma. The diffuse glow on lo's left limb hangs
over a volcanic vent named Prometheus, and extends some 800 kilometers
into space, although the visible plume is only about 75 kilometers tall.
Left: In this true-color image, the plume on lo's limb is the first one ever
seen emitted by Pillan Patera. The reddish-brown shadow of Prometheus's
plume is marked by the arrow. (The vent itself is in the center of the
adjoining dark ring.) Prometheus, which was discovered by Voyager 2 in
1979, may have been continously active for more than 18 years.
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What makes a flower ? Wbat makes these organs, and what makes chern appear in tbe same sepal - pe t alsea men-carpel order, time afeer time, species afeer species?
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Late Bloomer: Arabidopsis Arrives
by Rebecca Ro thenberg

W hat makes a flower? A seed, d ire, su n, water, MiracLe-G ro, and a little
luck, rigb r'
Okay, lec's put it another way: what makes liP a flower ? Ah. Well, pemls,
of course. Those little g reen leaves chat enclose the bud and remain oU[side
tbe perals- the sepals. The long filamenrs in the middle of the perals--rhe
stamens, or male, pollen-carrying organs. The other, female, scruc[Ure at the
center-the carpel, which contains the sing le or compound ovary char
becomes a seed.
In fac t, as it turns Que, almos t every flower in the world, from rose
Professor of Biology Elliot
Meyerowitz is surrounded
in his meat locker cum
nursery by his charges-

hundreds of Arabidopsis

mutants in various stages
of development, some just
beginning to germinate,
some gone to seed.

[Q

ca mellia to carnat ion to wild mustatd, has exactly the same p arts, or organs,
in exactly the same pa ttern : concentric whorls of- fro m the outside insepals, petals, stamens, and carpels. Check it out in your garden. (The as ter,
or composite, family, such as daisies, dandelions, and sunflowers, in which
each "petal" is actual ly a complete flower, has different terminology, but the
ru le bolds nonerheless.)
So let's return to our first question: what makes a flowe r? What makes
these organs, and what makes them appear in the same sepal-petal-stamencarpel order, time after time, species after species? And what tells each plant
of a g iven species to make the right number of organs and with the right
spacing in between (for exam ple, in t he wild, A,·abidopsis almost always has
four petals and six stamens, whereas members of other plane famil ies have
d iffe rent numbers of organs).
Professor of Biology Elliot Meyerowi tz thi nks he knows the answers to some
of these quest ions. H e's identified the sequence of mas ter regulatory genes
that turns on me instructions to make flower organs appear in the appropriate
whorl. In fact, Meyerowi t z can make a £lowe.r that's all sepals. Or a lush (but
sterile) bloom comprising four whorls of petals. Or what he jokingly calls "a
manly thing," consisting only of stamens.
Meyerowit z's work has unfolded in his lab in the northwest wing of Church,
which at fi rst g lance looks like every other biology laboratory: t he Ikea
kitchen section run amok. Endlessly replicated shi ny countets are covered by
g lassware and machinery of un known purpose. But ma ke a wrong rum and
sudde nl y you 'te in a closet-turned-potting shed , ga rden spade leaning up
against 20-pound sacks of plant ing mix, green garden hose coiled at your fee t.
Cross the hall and you're in another fam iliar milieu, a gard en nursery. Actually, Meyerowitz explains, it's a fluorescent-li t meat locker modified inco a
nursery: refrigeratOr shelves designed for shrink-wrapped pork chops ins tead
hold hundreds of flats of weedy little planes. Some are barely germinating,
some are flowering , some are very strange-looking indeed, with strap-like
structures instead of stems, and flowers growing higgledy-piggledy up the
sides instead of in an orderly pattern. Some have gone to seed, se nd ing up
scaffolds of dry seedpods that give the room the forlorn look of a vacant lor.
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The protean ArabJdopsis
tllafiana can be classy

(right) or funl<), (below).
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Yet these homely weeds-mouse-ear cress, or,
more properly, Arabidopsis thalia1ut-are t he heart
of the lab, and one of Meyerowi tz's most important contributions to contemporary genetics.
Arahidopsi.r thalialla is a d iminutive member
of the mustard famil y. It stands aboU[ five inches
hig h, has a rosette of leaves at the base of its stem
and a stalk of tiny, four-petalled white flowers. In
the wild it looks like, and is, a scruffy cousi n to
sweet alyssum; it was named for J ohannes Thai,
a 16th-cenrury herbalist who first described it.
"Noc," says the soft-spoken Meyerowitz in his
office behind the closet/poning shed, "for the
Greek muse of comedy," Thalia. Though there iJ
something comic and endearing about the Little
plant. It inspires metaphors-lithe people's plant"
and "the H yundai of planrs"-and pranks:
Meyerowitz has a slide of a chia pet furry with
sprouring A,-abidopsiJ. the gift of Mike Nasrallah,
a Cornell colleague.
When Meyerowitz set out to determine which
genes [ell a particular cell in a plant's g rowing
shoot, or apical merisrem, ro become part of a
sepal, as opposed to, say, a petal or carpel. he knew
he would begin in classic Mendeljan fashion, by
looking at mutations in the plant's phenotype and
inferring information about its genotype. Unlike
Mendel, however, who had to wait for nature to
produce those interesting mutations, 20th-century
geneticists can induce mutations by soaking seeds
in a mutagenic agem like ethyl methanesulfonate.
But at the outset Meyerowitz was faced with a
fundamental decision. W hat would he use as the
experimental organism? Peas, like Mend el?
Maize, Like Barbara McClintock? Some cas h
crop, like whear, tomatoes, or tobacco? And here
Meyerowitz made a very ca nny choice, grounded
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in his instinccs and training as a molecular
biologist. He chose A rabidopJiJ.
Before Meyerowitz, ArtlbidopJiJ was not unknown in the lab. it had obvious research advantages: small size, short ge neration time (four to
six weeks), prolific seed production, and t he sheer
tenacity to flouri sh in fluotescent-l it labs. As early
as 1907, in fact-j ust aboU[ the time zoologist
Thomas H unt Morgan was int roduced to an
obscure little "fruit" (tec hn ica ll y vinegar) fly,
Dros()phila melculOgastel; by a colleague at Cold
Spring H arbor-a German graduate student
named Ftiedrich Laibach determ ined the chromosomal content of A1"flbidopJis thaliana. But while
Drosophila rapidl y cl imbed [he biological chares,
producing fascinating mutations, many PhDs, one
Crafoord and twO Nobel Prizes for Caltech professors-most recently in 1995, for Morgan
Professor of Biology, Emeritus, Ed Lewis- and.
finally, its own on-l ine arcade game and Web site
(h[Cp:lltlybrain.uni-freibu.rg.del), ArabicbJpsis
remained a wallflower, pretty much sining out
the 20th cen.tury.
It was heard from briefly in 1943, when the
Loyal Laibach returned to his early research and
once again extolled the virtues of ArabidoPJiJ
as a research organism. But plant geneticisrs continued to work with the useful or the beautiful:
familiar species like perunias, tobacco, tomatoes,
and maize.
But advances in molecular biology were beginning to promote a whole new approach to genetics:
rarher than simply inferring a gene's function
from its expression in the organism's phenotype,
researchers were beginning to understand. and to
be able to manipu.late, the chemistry of the gene
itself. The new tech niques were tested and developed using simple animals with few genes~the
bacterium E,(oii; the roundworm Caeflorhabditis;
and of course, Orosophi/a- buc by [he ea rly 1970s
a fe w forward-looking, or long-memoried, plam
gene ticists began to take a second look at AI'abi-

dopsis. Those five chromosomes Laibach had
counted in 1907 were the smallest of any known
flowering plant, pointing to a modest, manipulable genome.
So when University of Missouri agronomist
George Redei in a 1976 review article once again
cook up the banner of Arabidopsis, which he
referred to, charmingly, as "our beloved organism,"
the scientific world was almost persuaded. Chris
Somerville, now direCtor of the Carnegie Institution of Washingcon Department of Plant Biology
at Stanford, began to use tbe plant to investigate
the genetics of photorespiration. But his work did
no t , he has remarked, trigger the ground swell of
A1"abidopsis research he expeCted. In fact, when
Maarten Koornneef and colleagues at the Agricultural University ofWagenigen in the Netherlands
put together a linkage map of Arabidopsis, the
paper had difficult y finding a publisher due to
lack of interest.
Then, in the early 1980s, mouse-ear cress
got lucky. It caught the attention of Elliot
Meyerowitz.
Meyerowitz was an unlikely champion. Though
he had attended plant genetics seminars in graduate school at Yale, he bad never taken a botany
course and to this day claims [Q be fuzzy on the
particulars of plant physiology. He was a fly man:
his postdoctoral work at Stanford dealt wi th
Drosophila, and at Cal tech, which he joined in
1980 as an assistant professor, he investigated
the regulatory effects of steroids on a gene that
produces a glue-like protein in Dmrophila.
But sometime in the early '80s he became interested in the developmental genetics of plants. It
was a relatively unstudied field and it "seemed like
fun," he says. "People were beginning to look at
individual genes in animals-at their genetic and
genomic structures. I got really curious to know
how different plants were." To investigate this he
would need a plant that was small, easy to grow-

and, in order to take advantage of those new
techniques in molecular biology, possessed of
a lean-and-mean genome. H e would need ..
Arabidopsis.
So Meyerowitz and hi s colleagues set our to
realize the research potential of Laibach 's organIsm. In a 1985 paper in Science he and Caltech
graduate student Robert Pruitt laid out a cam paign. First, they determined just how small
Arabidopsis's genome was. They reported about
70,000 kilobase pairs- that is, 70 million letters
of DNA; current reports are somewhat higher, but
the essential estimate of about 20,000 genes remains. If this sounds daunting , maize, another
staple of plant genetics, has about 2,500,000 kb
pairs and 30,000 genes. The ratio of these two
genomes to number of estimated genes hints at
another fact about A1'abidopsis 's genome: very little
of it is "j unk DNA"-DNA that does not translate into proteins, much of it mysterious repetitive
sequences, like stutters in a genetic statement,
that serve no known purpose other than to bedevil
molecular biologists. Meyerowitz calls the elaborate work he had to do to establish these basic
facts "a piece of history"; in a field that progresses
as rapidly as genetics-when today's graduate
students can buy kits from mail-order catalogs to
clone genes, isolate DNA, or radioactively la bel
probes- 15-year-old methodology seems as
archaic and cumbersome as grinding your own
flour to make a cake.
In the same 1985 paper Meyerowitz proposed to
construct an RFLP (restriction fragment length
polymorphism) map, in order to be able to isolate
and clo ne specific genes. Building on Koornneef's
work, he published his map in 1988. Now
Meyerowitz (and others-the map and the DNA
library were made generally available) could begin
to exploit Arabidopsis to investigate some research
questions.
And the question Meyerowitz eventually came

Plant breeders have known for centuries how to produce
such beautiful floral mutants as the camellias above, in
which petals have turned into stamens (center) and
stamens into petals (bottom). They have not been
particularly interested in the scraggly mouse-ear cress
(posing at right with the far lovelier poppy, which also
happens to have four petals), but the humble little weed
has a beauty of its own as a research organism.
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By charting the patterns of inheritance ovet several generations, geneticists

can puzzle out the order in which the genes lie on the chromosome.

Of Mouse-Ear Cress and Maps

Alfred Sturtevant invented
linkage mapping in about
1913. l ater he became
one of the original faculty
members of Caltech's
Division of Biology,
fo unded in 1928.
St urtevant was Ed l ewis's
adviser in t he '3 0s, and,
like l ewis, worked with
Drosophila. But, after his
retirement , he also did
genetic tests with irises,
descendants of which are
planted in a memorial
garden behind ParsonsGates.

Genes are strung in a fixed order on the chromosome, so the idea of mapping is to determine
where exactly a gene lies. In theory, this could
go down to exact numbers-a gene Lies at letters
36,5 04 to 37,391, say, in chromosome 5. Creating
such maps is one goal of genome sequencing
projeCts. In the meantime, researchers are trying
to figure out which genes are close ro each otherdrawi ng what are called linkage maps, of which
res triction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)
maps are one kind.
Like so many other things, linkage maps start
with sex. Ordinary ceUs have twO complete sets of
chromosomes--one from each parent. During the
eatly stages of meiosis, the process by which sperm
and egg cells are generated, the chromosomes pair
off and trade genetic material back and forth. The
chromosomes, which look like capital Xes, highfive each other, and wherever the arms (or legs) of
the twO Xes rouch, they swap. It's as if two people
bumped elbows and each came away from (he
encounter wearing the other person's forearm
instead of their own. This genetic shuffiing
determines whether you get your mother's hair
and your father's eyes (or your fathe r's petals, if
you're a plant), and in the longer term drives
variations within a species and, ultimately, evolution. Each egg or sperm gets one set each of the
new, mixed'n'matched chromosomes, so when they
combine, the fertilized egg has the normal complement of [wo sets of chromosomes.
The DNA that crosses over is generall y hundreds or even thousands of genes long, so if twO
genes are close to each other on the chromosome,
the odds are they'll stay rogether during the trading session---either both of them will move, or
neither will. This is the linkage in linkage mapping. Bur as they become separated by longer and
longer stretches of DNA, they begin to behave
more independently. So the frequency with which
genes migrate rogether is a proxy for how close
they are. By charting the patterns of inheritance

over several generations, geneticists can puzzle
ou( the order in which the genes lie on the
chromosome.
In RFLP mapping , the chromosome is treated
with a restriction enzyme, which recog nizes a fourro eight-letter stretch of DNA code and cuts the
DNA wherever that code appears. T his gives an
assortment of fragments of various lengths. A
process called geJ electrophoresis SOrts them by
leng th-longer fragments are heavier and don't
move as far from the point of origin. A series or"
other treatments eventually makes the fragmentation pattern visible as a set of dark blobs.
And here's the nub: many genes have subtle
variations within their DNA sequences-just a
lerrer or tWO here or there- that don 't affect their
functions, but alter one or more sites where the
restriction enzyme should CUt the.m . Thus, two
individuals with different variants of the gene will
have different fragmentation patterns-the site
that should have been CUt but wasn't will now be
part of a longer fragment that won't move as far.
(Hence the name restriction fragment length
polymorphism-polymorphism is a five-dollar
word meaning "many forms. ") These patterns,
again, are inherited with (he DNA, and since
RFLPs are very common, the odds are good that
there'll be one reasonably near the gene you're
trying ro map. Furthermore, there are hundreds
of known res triction enzymes, each of which
recognizes a different sequence of letters, and
new ones are being discovered all the time. 0
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In the graphs above, the numbers along the top indicate the whorl (position from outside
to inside). and the organ types run along the bottom axis. Along the vertical axis are the
groups of master regulatory genes that specify organ identity; "A" controls the organs in
whorls I and 2, "8" in 2 and 3, and

"c" in

3 and 4. In the wild-type flower at top, the A

genes produce sepal and petal; B, petal and stamen; and C, stamen and carpel. Knocking
out the A genes (second from top) gives rise to a bizarre flow er with carpels and stamens

where the sepals and petals should be. When the B genes are disabled, a flower of sepals and
carpels emerges. And (-class mutants (bottom) consist of only sepals and petals. In each
case, the number of organs in each whorl can remain the same as in the wild-type flower.
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to ask of Arabidopsis was the one we began with:
How do you make a flower ? In other words, what
Ed Lewis had done with Drosophila-looking at
such mutations as an extra thorac ic segment or
misplaced se t oflegs co determjne which genes
were homeotic, that is, reg ulators of organ identi ty
and position- Meyerowitz proposed ro do with
Arabidopsis.
In retrospect, flowers, with their simple, familiar, nearly ubiquitous paccern, seem ideal for this
kind of research. Meyerowirz displays a German
text from the 1930s that scrupulously documents
and catal og ues mutations in snapdragons. "It's
hard to understand why they didn 't go on to the
next step, to cry to look at flower development,"
he says with a kind of bemusement. "They had all
the mutantS but t hey never made the theories."
But Meyerowitz did. Patiendy knocking out
genes in the Arabidopsis seeds and observing the
results in th e nurse ry, he and his team eventually
demonstrated tha t three groups of genes govern
the four whorls of flower organs in an overlapping
fashion: group "A" specifies organ identity in
whorls one and twO (normally sepal and petal);
"S " in two and three (petal and stamen); and "e"
in three and fo ur (sta men and carpel). A and Care
also mutual antagonists: the action of one suppresses the oth er. So in A-class mutants, that is,
mutantS in whi ch the "A" genes have been disabled, carpels replace sepals and stamens replace
p etals, and carpel-stamen-stamen-carpel flowers
develop; B-class mutants create sepal-sepal-ca rpelcarpel flowers ; C-class, sepal-petal-petal-sepal. If
all three groups are missi ng, a flower consisting
entirel y of leaves is produced.
Meyerowi t z is at a loss to explain why no one
did this work earlier, since this part of his work,
which resulted in the cons truction of the A-B-C
model, is simple in concept- "nor 'deceptively
simple,'" he insists, "jUSt simp le"- and was accomplished with th e techn iques of classic genetics.
Certainly there were no tec hni callimitarions;
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These examples of
Arabidopsis are both
double mutants. Knocking
out the Band C genes
produces a "flower" that is
all sepals (above, right),
and when the A and B

genes are disabled, you get
all carpels (right).

about this Meyerowitz is adamant. His model
was construned with 50-year-old techniques and
classic, zap-it-and-see-what-happens methodology;
that is, induce mutations, observe phenotypic
changes, infer genetic changes, cross and backcross to identify mutated gene. He sometimes
wonders if somebody did do [he work before him;
"Maybe I'll come across it in the library ODe day,

somebody's PhD thesis done decades before I did
it," he says. In fact, at about the same time, sim.ilar, and complementa ry, work was being done with
snapdragons by Enrico Coen of the John Innes
Institure in Norwich, UK.
But the definitive tests of rhe Meyerowitz
model, the tesrs rhar moved his work beyond
classical generics, involved actually isolating the
genes of interest, cloning them, and reinserting
rhem into plants in which they'd been knocked
out, to confirm rhar they did in faet perform the
predieted fu nction. This capability didn't exist
before the early 1980s, and it didn'r exist for all
organisms. But because Meyerowitz had done the
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initial legwork with A1·abidopsis, he was able to
perform the final tests~with rIle labor and collaboration of many, many graduate students and
postdocs, he emphasizes.
In fact, the Arabidopsis genes performed the
same regulatory functions when inserted into
other plants~in petunias, for example, and in
tobacco. Transgenic tests like these are perhaps
the most persuasive arguments in modern genetics, and the most profound. They demonstrate the
conservation of genes down through the evolutionary process; or, as Meyerowitz has said more eloquently, "the unity of life---one of the great, satisfying conclusions of modern genetics."
Chatting with Meyerowitz in his office, where
he is self-effacing-describing himself as "father
and couch poraro"~informal , digressive, and
wryly humorous, you might not think him capable of such ringing statements. But in formal
ta lks, such as last year's Watson and Bi 0.1 lectures, he is passionate and lucid, and h~<; a gift for
communicating the Byzantine, recursive complexities of current genetic theory in concrete
language. It is perhaps this articulateness (nor w
mention the photogenicity of A rabidopsis itself),
that has led to h is work being recognized not only
by his peers-Meyerowitz is a member of the
American Academy of Ares and Scien ces and the
Narional Academy of Science, and has tecendy
won the Medal of the Genetics Society of America, the Mendel Medal of the UK G enetical Society, Japan 's foremational Prize for Biology, and
the "Science pour l'Are" Prize ofLVMH Moet
Hennessy.Louis Vuirron-but by the popular
p ress as well. He and his work have been profiled
in Newsday, Discovery, Mosaic, and The New York
Times.
Meanwhile, both in his own lab and as former
chair of the Multinational Arabidopsis Genome
Research Project (similar to the Human Genome
Project), Meyerowitz continues both to map
Ambidopsis and to put Arabidopsis on the map,
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throughout the flower
leads to replacement of
sepals with petals and of
carpels with stamens,
creating a nower with two
whorls of petals, for a
total of eight, and a set of
extra stamens where the
ovary would be.

coordinaring an efforc that is, at least relative to
other seguencing projects for cereal crops such
as corn and rice, a model of international data
sharing.
And Meyerowitz continues to explore the
mysteries of the reguladon of cell division in
developing flowers. "The organ identity sruff was
nice," he says; "it came to a precry simple set of
answers"-(and some possible practica l app lications for agriculture: an all-carpel flower, for
example, mig ht produce several times the usual
number of seeds)-"bur it raised a series of more
complex guestions. " You mig iu call them the
"downstream guestions": what is happening to the
genes that the master regulators regulate-the
genes that control organ I11tlllber, for example?
Despite the shuffling of organ identity produced
by the manipulations of the A-B-C model, Arabidopsis produced a normalml11lher of organs in each
whorl: four in the first, four in the second. six in
the third , two in the fourth.
However, Meyerowitz's lab has identified a class
of genes--the CLAVATAs, so-called fot the "clubshaped" mutations they produce-that regulate
not organ identity but organ number. CLAVATA1,
for example, seems to set up the apical meristem.
the plant's growing rip, which forms the substrate
for flower organs. When mucant, this gene produces the strap-like structure with tOO many
flowers that's growing in rhe nursery. Jenn
Fletcher, a postdoc, is on the verge of isolating
CLAVATA3, and grad student Mark Running has
isolated PERIANTHIA, which actually makes an
ArabidoPJis withfive perals-a taxonomic disaster
for bOtanists, who rely on characteris tics like
number of petals and sepals to classify plants.
And the lab has discovered something about a
gene involved in the regulation of the number of
stamens. A mutant plant missi ng the gene may
produce a dozen or more stamens-not as "manly"
as the all -stamen flower Meyerowitz produced by
tinkering with the master regulatory genes, but

1
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still a "superman." But Meyerowitz and postdoc
Steve Jacobsen have discovered a way to metely
modify the activity of the gene through DNA
methylation, producing less macho "clark kent"
mutations. Methylation is of particular interest
to biologists, since it appears to playa role in cell
m,=,mory, and, in mammals, in the inactivation of
one of the two X chromosomes in females. This
work sheds light on the process, since it shows
that overall disruption of methylation to ArabidoPJis is accompan ied by hypermethylation in
cettai n seguences of the plant's genome-a
discovery that may have implications for medical
research, since certain ca ncer tumors have been
associated with overmethyiation of genes.
In a glorious finale to a century of relative obscurity, Astronaut Arabidopsis is about to ride a
space shuttle in an experiment that will provide
insight into the effect of gravity (or no gravity) on
root growth. And if a plan to convert the abandoned USDA greenhouse at the corner of Del Mar
and Michigan into greenhouses for Meyerowitz is
approved, his Arabidopsis may be leaving its meat
locker fot swankier digs.
So Elliot Meyerowitz has been good to mouseear cress, and vice-versa. Bur Meyerowitz dismisses any special fondness for "our beloved organism." "Look around/' he says, gesturing at the
walls of his office; "do you see any needlepoint of
Arabidopsis? Any statues?" Well, no. At the time
there were a couple of classy botanical posters from
the Huotingron Library, and a large tapestry of
dogs playing poker-a running joke, which has
since been replaced by a paiming presented to him
by Maya Lin, designer of th e Vietnam Memorial in
Washington, DC, and a fellow winner of Science
pOllr L'Art. No monuments to A,·abidopsis. It's
simply a vehicle, he says; if there wete another
organism that served his research purposes better,
he'd use it.
But you have to be ca reful with A1·abidopsis.
After aboU( 60 or 70 years, it grows on yo u. 0
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the fully assembled engine.

No Assembly Required
by Douglas L. Smit h

This big bag of marbles is
really subtilisin, a bacterial
enzyme that chews up proteins and is widely used as
a stain-removing agent in
laundry detergents. The
protein to be cut up, a
part of which is shown
here in green, fits into a
pocl<et on the enzyme's
surface. Only about five
percent of subtilisin's 275
amino acids go into
forming the pocket; the
rest are there primarily to
hold that five percent in
place. Carbon atoms are
shown in graY,oxygens in
red, nitrogens in blue; for
clarity, hydrogens aren't
shown at all.

Proteins are the mad-tinery oflife, and they
work over an astonishing range of condi tionsfrom subzero Antarctic waters, where the fish have
protein antifreeze in their blood, to geothermal
vents where steam-scalded bacteria live in ambient
temperatures above 150 0 C. Increasingly, proteins
are the machines of industry as well. And not just
designer drugs (or even generic drugs, such as
insulin), although that 's the high-profile end of
the business, bur suc h humble products as the
stain-removing enzyme in your laundry detergent.
(An enzyme is a protein designed by nature to
make a specific chemical reaction occur rapidly
and selectively.) In fact, the worldwide market for
non biological enzymes was $ 1. 3 billion in 1996,
according to World Wide Web pages maintained
by the Danish firm Novo Nordisk.
A protein is the architect's maxim of "form follows function" taken to its logical conclusion-the
only thing that makes a protein work is the shape
into which it folds. An enzyme has a pocket tailored to fit the reacting molecules, and grappling
hooks in the right locations to entice the molecules into the pocket and hold them fast while the
reaction happens. Chemical, and especially pharmaceutical, companies are getting very good at
finding an enzyme that sort of does what they
want, and they 're starting to learn how to tinker
with the structure of the enzyme until it does the
right thing. But they'd really like to be able to
say, "We want these two molecules to reaCt in this
manner, and we need a protein to hold them in
this configuration to encourage them to do so.
Computer, design me that protein!" In fact , this
is one of the central challenges of modern biology.
Stephen Mayo, PhD '87, assistant professor of
biology at Cal tech and assistant investigatOr with
the H oward Hughes Medical Institute, has solved
a simpler problem en route to that goal: designing
a protein from scratch that will fold up into a
predetermined shape.
Just as machines have a basic vocabulary of
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parts-ball bearings, springs , co tter pins, axles,
washers, and what have you-proteins are made
up of components called amino acids, or residues,
of which 20 varieties are commonly found in
nature. These amino acids are strung together
in a linear sequence, like a train of railroad cars,
in what is called the protein's primary structure.
And just as parts become subassemblies---carburetars, for example, or distributors-sequences of
amino acids can naturally assume certain shapes.
These shapes, which include helices , hairpin turns ,
and wavy sheets, are the protein's secondary StrLKture. (The late Linus Pauling , PhD '2 5, deduced
these structures from crystallographic and bondangle data at Caltech in the 1950s.) These secondary structures, in turn, come together in specific
orientations, called the tertiary structure, to form
the biologically active protein. But context matters , too-the tertiary structure surrounding a
string of amino acids can influence the secondary
structure it chooses to assume. A tertiary structure that occurs over and over again in different
proteins is called a motif.
Proteins and machines differ in one crucial
respect. Machines have to be built and, as any
backyard mechanic knows , seemingly identical
parts often aren 't interchangeable, and some parts
only fit one way. Steps have to be followed in
order, or you'll soon find yourself removing things
in order to install other things that should have
gone on first. And woe betide you if you find leftover parts at the end! But a protein automatically
twists its backbone around until it curls itself up
into its proper shape-it's as if you could thread
all the parts of a turbocharged big-block Chevy
V-8 one by one OntO a piece of twine, throw the
twine into a tub of water, and pull out the fully
assembled engine. This shape is entirely determined by the protein's primary structure: a given
string of amino acids will scrunch up exactly the
same way every time-it doesn 't matter if the protein is being made in a cell in your spleen, or a vat
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Right: The 20 natural
amino acids. The backbone
unit is shown in the small
box; the "R" stands fo r
any of the side chains
beneath. (In the side
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in a factory. (Assuming the protein folds at all ,
that is-for reasons not well underscood, even
a nice, stable natural protein, when synthesized
outside its normal cellular environment, may lie
limp or form a hopeless tangle that refuses to
cooperate.)
AU amino acids have the same backbone unit,
enabling them [Q be coupled together in any order,
but each am ino acid has a different side chain
dangling off that backbo ne. These side chains
determine the protein's shape and all its other
properties. H ydroca rbons, for example, are oily.
so side chai ns made exclusively from carbon and
hydroge n atoms mix with wate r li ke, ummm .. .
well, oil and water. These hydrophobic side chains
flee toward the protein's core, hiding as far from
the surrounding water molecules as they can get.
But side chains containing nitrogen or oxygen
atoms are "polar"--electricaLly neutral overall, but
with JUSt a whiff of negative charge on [he nittOgen or oxygen, and a corresponding sou~on of
positive charge on an adjoining hydrogen. Water
molecules are also polar, so polar side chains like
to be on the protein's surface. This compulsion [Q
embrace or avoid water is the hand that wads tbe
protein up. But as the protein curls, the side
chai ns have to accommodate one another. Some
side chai ns are big and bulky and push their
brethren as ide co make room for themselves; others
are quite co mpact. Some are long and floppy, like
overcooked spaghetti ; others are flat and stiff, like
playing cards. And some form bonds of vari ous
kinds with one another. The sum of these manifold attractions and repulsions give the protei n
its ultimate shape.
So how do you pick the primary structure that
will fold itself ioro the shape you want? Most
people have taken one of twO approaches. One
way is co string amino acids together by eye, as
it were-using the biochemical intuition gained
through years of working with a particular motif.
T his has had its successes, but the knowledge
gleaned about the subtleties of one motif rarely
applies to another. The other met hod involves
synthesizing as many random seq uences as you
have time and money to make and basicall y
th row ing them at th e problem-using some
SOrt of sc reeni ng method (such as reaction-rate
enhancement or binding affinity) to see if any
of your sequences have t he des ired result. This
approach rapidly gets out of hand-wi th 20 diffetent amino acids to choose from at each position in
the sequence. a string of 10 amino acids, which is
about the upper limi t for this method, gives you
20 10 (about 10 t rillion) possible primary structures. At this rate, you tend to run out of patience
and raw material pretty fast. Things get worse
exponentially as the string's length inc reases~
one more position creates 20", or 20S trillion,
possibili ties.
Waili ng through these endless possibilities is
clea rl y a job for comp uters rather than humans.

This is a close-up of the

~

I

domain of streptococcal
protein G, a protein that
resides on the surface of
the streptococcus bacterium and is part of the
molecular camouflage that
allows it to sneak past the
immune system . The tryptophan residue in purple
(labeled W43 because it's
the 43rd residue from the
protein's N-terminus) is a
classic transition position.
In the structure at left,
more than 90 percent of
the surface area of the
tryptophan's hydrophobic
side chain is buried in the
core. In the structure at
right, the side chain is
only 46 percent buried,
leaving more than half of
its surface exposed to
water. The bulkier a mino
acids at positions 34, 52,
and 54 have forced it to
rotate outward.

After all, amino acids are simple molecules whose
structures and properties have been studied in
exhausrive detail. In recent years, people have
begun to write programs-based on ed ucated
guesses as to which chemical properties to incl ude-to generate prim ary structures that, when
made in the lab, often fold up in manners that
approximate natural motifs. But most of these
programs deal exclusively with helices, sharply
limiting the range of motifs that can be made.
Furthermore, biological motifs are rigid, tike bent
coat hangers, while the man-made ones are limp,
like tangled yarn. From the molecular machine
smndpoint, this doesn 't cut it, But how to find
out what interplay of properties, and in what proportions, would stiffen the tertiary structure into
the one true shape ?
Mayo realized that he needed a feedback loop in
order to close in on the right mix of prope[(ies. To
do this , he needed a targe t to shoot for, H e decided to take the backbone of a protein whose threedimensional structure was very precisely known,
and attempt to generate a sequence from scratch
w hose backbone would fold up into an exact
match. If the locations of all the backbone atoms
matched those of the target, he figured , then t he
side chains would take care of themselves. (Of
course, t his left ope n the questio n of whether the
computer would independently arrive at the
or iginal primary structure-just because every
natural protein has a unique shape doesn't mean
that other sequences might not also assume that
same shape.) So the group would choose a set of
properries, let the computer generate its best
sequence, make that sequence in the lab, determine the t hree-di mensio nal structure of its backbo ne, and see how closely it matched the target
backbone. Based on these results, they'd twiddle
with the parameters, perhaps pick new ones, and
try again. "This desig n cycle is the key, " says
Mayo. "Synthesizing trial sequences is a vital
teality check, because the data you get from simu-
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lations are always refracted through the prism of
your expectatio ns. And you have w tty seg uences
from all over the map, because even if you think
you know where the answer is going to Lie, you
may have overlooked someth ing. But this way,
the experimems them selves tell us what is
imp ortam
Mayo also realized that one set of properties
might not be enoug h-for example, the fotces
that make t he pro tei n's interior a safe refuge for
the oily, water-hating amino acids may not hold
sway at the surface. So the group broke the
problem down inw three parts: the core, the
surface, and a transitional zone in between, where
both the core and the surface properties struggle
for supremacy. Finally, both to simplify the Li ves
of t he grad students who would actually have to
make the stuff, and because the number of possibili ties the computet has to look at gets so big so
rap idly, they picked their targets from among the
shortest naturally occu rring primary structures
that assum ed reproducible shapes.
In fact, the computational swamp is deeper t han
you think. Side chains, as t he name implies, are
generally floppy, with each link in the chain free
to rotate around the chemical bonds that hold
them together. Eve n the fla t , stiff side chains can
rotate, like solar panels tracking the sun. So packing side chai ns together is not unlike wo rking a
jigsaw pu zzle whose pieces are changing shape
right before your eyes . (It's qui te amazing, really,
that such pliable st uff can hold any solid form at
all.) Each amino acid has a smooth con tinuum
of rotational shapes available to i t, making the
swamp, in effect, bottomless. A hint of firme r
footing appeared in 1987 , when ]. W. Ponder and
F. M. Richards of Yale University prepared tables
of discre te poses, called rotamers, that each amino
acid prefers to assume. D epend ing on the side
chain 's length and flexibility, the number of
rotamers varies from roug hly a dozen to perhaps
70 , but a typical amino acid has 20 to 30 of them.
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Thus a pcmein that's 20 residues long, with any
one of the 20 naturally occurring amino acids in
each position, and with each amino acid baving 25
rotamers apiece, has 9.5 X lOB possible wtamer
sequences-a number that, wrinen our, would be
more than half again as wide a!l t his colu mn . If
you examined a billion sequences per second (a
feat far beyo nd the capacity of eve n Caltech's best
supercomputers), it would take 10 19 , or 10 quintillion, years to look at them all. This is a stroke
of bad luck, as the universe is only abou t 15 bi llion years old-job security for rhe professor,
perhaps, but an unwise choice for a grad student.
And trungs get worse-nature's smallest fully
functional motifs are some 30 to 40 residues long.
T he number of possible rommer sequences for a
t ypical small protein--one that's 100 residues
long, say, has 7.9 X 10 269 possibilities-is so staggering ly huge that yo ur average supe rcomputer
would g ladly gnaw t hrough its own Internet COIlnection in order to escape having any thing that
big stuffed into it. According to Professor of
Astronomy George Djorgovski, the bes t estimate
of the number of protons in the entire universe is
a mere lOBO or so.
There is a way out of this impasse. Think of
the set of all possible roramer sequences for a given
primary structure as an overgrown tree of sufficient impenet rabil ity ro guard Sleeping Beauty.
One string of rotamets, picked at random, is the
tree's trunk. M oving anyone roramer one click
to its next pose is a branch off the trunk; moving
another rotamer one click as we ll is a branch off
of rhar branch, and so on. In 1992, a group of
Belgians (who were working on the simpler, but
related, problem of trying to predict the specific
rotamers that a given sequence of amino acids
strung on a fixed backbone would assume) devel oped a procedure, called D ead-E nd Elimination ,
that prunes th e roramer tree back severel y. The
program lets two rotamers co mpete head-to-head
for a single spOt in the sequence, as show n in t he
illustrations below. If th ere's a clear loser, aJl
branches in whi ch it appears get lopped off.

Extending the program to compare rotamers of
different amino acids took considerable work, but
the resulting computation is still relatively tame.
It also takes a cenain amoun t of experience to
desig n the beSt pruning strategy-you wam to
get as dose to th e trunk as possible without wasting lots of time dipping the branches' tips.
So wit h all the tools in hand , it was time to roll
up the sleeves and go to work. The group's first
target backbone was the "coiled coil" motif, which
consists of two identical hel ices wrapped around
each other like strands in a rope. The fact (hat tbe
helices ate identical cuts the synthetic work in
half-a big plus when you want to test lots of variants quickly. The coiled coi l is a critical piece of
a larger protein that controls DNA transcription,
says grad student Bass il Dahiyar-the cell makes
each helix separately, and as the tWO helices coil
up arou nd each other they help zip up the protein .
Coiled coi ls are found in all cells that have nuclei ,
including ours-this parcicular motif, wh ich
rejoi ces in t he euphonious name of GCN4-pl ,
comes from yeast. (The high-precision structure
of GCN4-pi , which rhe group used as itS Starting
point, was determined by X-ray crystallography
in 1991 by T. Alber er aJ. at UC Berkeley.)
The group began with tbe core, whose organization largely determ ines how the rest of the protein
arranges itself, and where the most researc h had
already been done. The coiled-coil helix repea ts
itself every seven ami no acids, as shown on the
opposite page. If YOll label t hese amino acids a, b ,
c, d , e, f, and g , th en residues a and d will always
be buried in the seam where the twO srrands
adhere to each other-in the core, in other words.
Because the group was experimenting with the
co re, the other residues were left identical to the
natural protein. All the atoms in these invariant
ami no acids were nailed down in their natural
locations. The group swdied strands 33 residues
long (four repeating units plus a little extra for
stabi li ty), givi ng eight variable amino acids per
string, or 16 in all-even though the tWO stri ngs'
primary structures are identical, the rotarners may

Dead-End Elimination works by computing the attractive
and repulsive force s between a given rotamer (here call ed
Rotamer A) and every other atom in the protein-what's
called its potential energy. The calculation is then repeated
for a different rota mer (Rotamer 8) in the same position in
the sequence. The lower the potential energy, the more
stable the structure. If one rotamer always has a higher
potential energy regardless of the rest of the protein's

B

behavior, as does Rotamer B in the upper example, then
that rotamer and all its branches are pruned from the
tree. But if the curves cross, then either rotamer might be
favored and both mu st be retained.
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A cross section through
repeat unit of a coiled coil
(above). Pairs of a's and
d's alternate to (orm the
core, as shown in the 33·
residue segment (below).

"ill be different. The group then limited tbe
computer's choices co the eight (reduced to seven
in later work) oily. hydrophobic amino acids that
one would expect co find in the core, and let the
machine go to [Own, Th is much-simplified
problem of238 rotamers filli ng 16 positions in
the sequence still gave 238 16 , or 1 O~R , possibili ties.
Ouch! Fortunately, the program is very parallelizable, meaning it can be fa rm ed out to many
computers at once. A machjnc contai ning eight
paraliel processors rook only three minutes per
run ro find rhe best sequence.
Dahiyar and Mayo evencually discovered chat
a combination of three parameters gives tbe best
results. The first one, the van der WaaJs potential,
measures how bard the rotamers' atoms are being
shoved together. Tbe side chains in tbe core are
packed shoulder-co-shoulder, like subway commuters in a Tokyo rush hour, but you can only
squeeze them so much without getting the atomic
equivalent of an umbrella in the eye. The second
parameter measures the amount of hydrophobic
swface area tbat's safely buried and protected from
the surrounding water molecules by other residues, and awards a stability bonus as the buried
area increases. The third parameter measures the
amount of polar, water-loving surface area that is
similarly buried, and exacts a stability penalty as
tbe buried area increases. This combination has
correctly predicted the relative stability of all the
sequences the group made and tested-an encou raging sjgn that they did, in fact, find the cri ti cal
forces.
The stabilities were tested by comparing the
temperature at which the proteins unfolded in
solution-the "melting temperature." A protein
that assumes a single, stable shape in solution will
have a higher melting temperature than a sloppy,
loosely folded protein. The Aoppier it is, the less
energy it takes to finish unfolding it, and t he
lower the melting tempera ture.
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To nobody's g reat surprise, the natural sequence
proved to be the mOSt stable seq uence tested.
However, the researchers did discover a family
of only slighcly less stable sequences containing
different amino acids, indicating tbat there's room
for variarion, even in a Structure this small. On
the other hand, some of the least stable sequences
were identical to the natural sequence except for
a single wrong amino acid at a critical location.
Emboldened by thjs success, tbe group moved
on to the surface. There are three exposed surface
positions per seven-unit coil: b, c, and f in the
lettering scheme. (Positions e and g, which snugg le up against a and d on the opposite strand, are
only partially exposed and make up the transition
zone between core and surface.) The group used
the same general approach, but with a lis t of 10
polar, water-loving amino acids. This time, the
dominant forces were the propensity of cerrain
amino acids to form helices-a parameter that
had been quantified in 1994 by R. 1. Baldwin
at Stanford, and others-<ouncerbalanced against
the number of hydrogen bonds that the overall
structure could form. A hydrogen bond is a weak
bond formed between a polar atom, such as oxygen, and a nearby hydrogen atom, usually from
a different resid ue. These bonds help brace the
suucrure.
Because the side chai ns in th e surface positions
have lots more roo m to fl op arou nd, it had been
assumed t hat they djdn't have much inAuence on
the folding process. In fac t, Dahiyat, fellow grad
student Benjamin Go rd on, and Mayo found that
altering the surface amino acids caused dramatic
changes in stability, as reflected in the melting
temperatures. A sequence in which the surface
positions were randomly fiJled from the list
refused to curl up, and had by far the lowes t melting temperature of any sequence tested. And the
best computer-designed sequences were significandy more stable than the original coiled coil,
having melting temperatures some 10°_12° C
higher. Perhaps narure wasn't particularly interested in optimizing the coiled coil's surface for
stability; in any case, it means that there's hope
of improving on nature's designs if extra stability
is required in the face of harsher-than-natural
condi tions-for example, when the protein is
immersed in some oily organic solvent t hat's inimical to protein folding (because it won't drive oily
residues to the core), but which is necessary to dissolve the chemicals you want the protein to aCt on.
At about the same time, the group had a go at
me transition-zone residues, whjch they christened
t he boundary positions. These residues can go
either way, and are likely to be swayed by subcle
influences. To elim_inate the possibil iry rhat the
coiled coil's repeating, two-stranded structure
might somehow skew tbe outcome, tbe group
curned to the streptococcal G protein-a si ngle
strand that does n't repeat. The key determinant
proved co be t he amO unt of hydrophobi c surface
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Below: The primary
structure of Zifl6B (Iert)
and FSO-I (right). The
asterisks mark the zinc·
binding amino acids. The
orange background shows
the core position, red
marks the boundary
positions, and blue is the
surface positions. The six
conserved a mino acids are
the white letters.
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area that remained exposed co rhe water molecules. This exposure penalty is su btl y different
from the burial bonus thar drove rhe core packing.
Let's say that a small and a large hydrophobic residue are competi ng for t he same bounda ry position,
and that both residues have 100 square angstro ms
of surface area buried. Th is would give them
ideotical burial bonuses. But the small residue
migh t be almost entirely buried, whi le the larger
one could still be sticking its head and shoulders
ioto the water. So the exposure penalty deters
large hydrophobic residues from occupying
boundary positions.
Now it was time to try the core, boundary, and
surface programs together, which, says D ahiyat,
was "going to be a very stringent rest. Basically,
if you' re a little bit off on any piece, it's highly
unlikely that they're going to compensate and
help each orner. " The group chose a structure
called a "zinc finger," a common featu re in proteins mat bind to DNA and control the copying
of geneac information. The particular one t hey
used-Zif268-is a human variant, from which
they selected a 28-residue motif comaining a
sheet , a heli x, and a turn, making it a thorough
tesr of their sys tem. A zinc finger, as th e name
implies, incorporates a zi nc ion to stabi lize itself.
(In facr, "zinc g love" might be a better name,
because th e zinc ion sits inside the motif li ke a
finger in a glove.) Professor of Chemjstry Barbara
Im periali's lab had demonstrated t hat some
variants can fold up without zi nc, bue t he catch
was that these variancs included twO amino acids
not found in nature that were custom-built to
stabilize the fo ld.
Again, the backbone was beld fixed in the
natural shape, but this time t he identity of every
amino acid in every pos.ition was left in the computer's hands. The computer decided which
positions belonged to the core (onl y one, because
of the motif's small size), the boundary (seven),
and the su rface (20), based on an analysis of the
natural protein. The computer chose the core
and surface residues from [he previously developed
lists of allowable amino acids; for the boundary
posi tions, the computer was allowed to pick any
amino acid from either Jist. All in all , the computer had 1.9 X 10 21 possible p rimary sc.ruccures
ro choose from . This is a quinrillionfold beyond
[he reach of physical screening methods-had the
group actually sy nrnesized one molecule of each
primary structure, the aggregate would have
weighed 11.6 metric rons. Factor in the roramer
problem, and the number of possible sequences
skyrocketed to 1.1 X 10". (This is equivalenr
to the number of protons in 100,000 su ns, says
astronomer Djorgovski--comforcably less than
the number of protons in the universe, bu t still
a hefty number.) Even so, jt only took 90 hours
of processing time for a I O-processor sys tem. A
nine-hour day for the computer, in other wordspte tty good hours for a grad stud ent.
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The natural zinc finge.r (upper) a nd FSO-I (Iowe.r). The zinc
ion is shown in purple. With no zinc ion to cling to, FSD- I
is stabilized by the burial of hydrophobic residues and by
hydrogen bonds, especia lly the one shown as a dashed line
between N14's oxygen atom (red) and the helix's backbone.
Note how boundary residues 12, IB, 21, and 25 all cluster
around the cort (residue 5)-even boundary residue 3 is on
the interior fac e of its sheet. (Boundary residues 7 and 22
aren't shown for clarity, but also point toward the core.)
The brown stretch of backbone is a turn .

The backbones of Zifl68
(red) and FSD·I (blue),
superimposed on each
other. Each tube's diameter is 0.8 a ngstroms, or
roughly one-quarter the
van der Waals diameter of
a carbon atom.

critical if a protein is to be manufactured from
The computer's winning sequence, when synthesized and ics three-dimensional structure analyzed,
scratch economically.
matched tbe backbone atoms of the target seA 30-amino-acid string is at the bonom end of
quence to within, in gene ral, about half a carbon
the realm of functioning motifs; however, current
atOm's diameter. (The ends were considerably
supe.rcomputers can easily handle sequences of 5060 amino acids, which teally gets up into the
floppier, because there wasn't much to hold them
in place.) The computer chose nonpolar residues
realm where usefuJ things can be made. And if
you' re wi lli ng to sacrifice academic rigor and run
for all seven boundary positions, placing them in
a nice, solid little packet around the one core resiquick-and-d irty approximations, says Dahiyat,
due. The computer also came up with weLl over
you can manage about 100 amino acids.
1,000 other primary structures that should be only
Fu rthermore, wotk by grad student Alyce Su has
shown t hat you can have a fair amount of flexibilslightl y less stable, conserving a few criti cal am ino
acids while being colerant of variation elsew here.
ity in the target backbone, yet still corne up with
As Mayo remarked in the Science paper in which
a seq uence that wi ll assume the correct fotd. This
thei r results appeared, "Even if billions of semight be the firs t step to havi ng a computer wrap
quences would successful.ly achieve the target fold ,
a backbone of its own design around t he shape you
want to encase~if the computer could be given
they would rep resent only a very small proportion
of the 10 27 possible [primary structures}."
some leeway wi th the backbone, jt migh t si mplify
Although the computer-designed backbone was
the task of incorporating the amino acids thac
right, its primary Structure was completely differ"To my knowledge, thi s is th e shorresr sequence that consists entirely of
enr. The amino acids that
bind the zinc ion, which
nacural amino acids and assumes a stable fold wirh no help from meral
are essentially invariant in
all narural zi nc fingers,
binding, disulfide bond fo r mation, or ocher assistance. "
were completel y different
in the computer's version,
although their side chai ns
actualJ y grab the reacting molecu les and hold
remai ned pointed in t he ge neral direction of where
a zinc ion would have bee n, had there been one.
them in place. These amino acids need to be in
Only six of the 28 positions (2 1 percent, or no
certain spots on the backbon e in order to do their
better chan random chance) contained the same
jobs, bur putting them in those spo rs co uld distort
ami no acid as d id the original protein, and only
the backbone. Figuri ng OUt how to put the right
11 positions (39 percenc) were even close. Furgrappling hooks in the rig hr SpotS wi thout messing up the backbone's folding is now high on the
thermore, a search of t he sequence database
maintained by the National Institutes of Health's
group's agenda.
National Library of Medicioe revealed that the
The group is now crying the system on other
moti{"s that were not used in the development
computer's sequence (ch ristened FSD-l, for Full
Sequence D esign #1) didn't look like any known
work. If the system successfull y re-creates these
unfamiliar backbones, it will be a good proof of
zinc-finger sequence. In faCt. it didn't look like
its generality and a big step tOward designing
any known protein, period, underlining the fact
t hat the design program relies on chemical first
proteins from scratch. Mayo waxes lyrical about
che potential for drug design, while Dabiyat likens
principles and nOt so me hidden biological biases.
"What's important here isn't what FSD-l 's
the possibili ties co the bu.rgeoning of cons wner
primary structure resembles, but that its tertiary
plastics. "About 40 years ago, new catalysts were
developed for polymer production, and now plasstructure is correct and stable," says Mayo. "A
biological zinc finger is so tightly bound to its
tics are everywhere. Today, people are spending
zinc that it has no me lting temperature, bu t the
hundreds of millions of dollars a year trying to
zi nc-finger seq uence is so short that mOst people
make enzymes more thermall y and chemically
believed that it would be hopelessly unstable
stable. We can do that with the push of a button
wi thout the zinc to hold it together. To my knowin a lot of cases. And by stabilizing the enzymes,
you open up the applications you can use them in,
ledge, this is the shortes r seq uence that consists
entirely of natural amino acids and assumes a staand hopefully make the whole thing take off.
ble fold with no help from metal binding, disulPeople will be using proteins eve.rywhere." 0
fide bond fo rmation, or Other assistance." As was
exemplified by the subtilisin protein at the beginning of this article. the bulk of a narural protein is
Mayo'r work is SlIpported by the Rita Allen Foundascaffolding: a Dr. Seussian array of props t hat b race
tion, the ChandLer FamiLy TrJl.Jt, the Booth Ferris
other supports that hold in place t he motifs that
Foundation, the Howard Hughes MedicaL Institute,
do the work. But indus try can't afford to be as
the David and Lucile Packard Foundation, the Searle
profligate as nature, so getting mOtifs to hold t heir
SchoLars Program, the Chicago Community Ttw.st, and
shape with the abso lute minimum of scaffolding is
the National lnstitlttes of Health.
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Recenr researc h developments along several fronts
permit some degree of optimism.
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The fourth atttJual Caltech Biology Forum, on Oaober
8, focused on the latest developments and challenges in
AIDS research. This article is adapted from the
remarks of three of the formn's speakers. T hey were
joined by B1'end<1 R. Freiberg, vice president and
treasurer of the Foundation for AIDS and Immune
Re.rearch and chair of the Public Policy and Planning
Committee of the AIDS Service Center; and by model'ator Sandra L. Thurman, director of the Office of
National AIDS Policy and member of the P,'e.ridential
Advisory Council on HIVIAIDS. SpOnJOrJ of the event
included Glaxo Wellcollle Inc., Agouron Ph<lrmaceutical.r, Inc. , Huntington Hospital, the Pasadena StarNews, and the A IDS Service Centel: Videotape.r of the
forum may be ordered, at a cost of $29.95, by calling
6261395 -4652 or 88812-CALTECH.

The Quest for a Cure:

AIDS Research at the Millennium
D avid Ho

David Ho is director of the Aaron Diamond Al OS
Re.rearch Cente,. oj the RockeJeller University in New
York, where he is also a professor and physician. His
research using a combination of drllgs to treat patients in
the early stages of HlV infection brought him accloim as
Time lllagazil1e Js 1996 Man of the Year. Ho gt'adttated/rom Co/tech i1z1974 (before going rm to Ha.rvard
Medica! School); he spoke at Commencement last j une
and this faIL 'Was named a member of Caltech's BOal'd of
Trtlstees.

l eft: A small molecule

designed to fit exquisitely
into a cav ity in the

protease molecule prevents
the protease from carrying
out its work of replicating

HIV particles. Proteaseinhibitor therapy, along

with drugs that attack
a nother stage of HIV

replication, has dramatically slowed the progression to AIDS.
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The AIDS epidemic presents a very pessimistic
picture. We now have dose [0 30 million cases
throughout the world, beavily concentrated in
sub-Saharan Africa, bue with a growing epidemic
in southeast Asia. It's predicted that in a few
more years, the Asian epidemic could surpass the
African one. Each day now, there are 16,000 new
infections (i ncluding 2,000 children), and 90 perce nt of these cases occur in developing countries,
primarily in Africa and Asia. In some countries
this disease is killing much of the affected popul ation. In a particular region in Uganda, for example, AIDS now accounts for about 44 percent of
deaths in rhe whole population and, in the 25-34
age group, fot about 90 percent of deaths. HIV
has become a major killer in the world, at a level
comparable [0 tuberculosis and malaria. In the
United States, too, AIDS has been creeping up as
a major killer of young people between the ages of
25 and 44, surpass ing even accidents and cancer
since t he early 1990s. Fortunately, in North
America and Europe there is actually some
decrease in new infections per year.
Recent research developments along several
fronts permit some degree of optimism. One very
important development has occurred primarily in
the last 18 months. For more than a decade we
have known that HlV finds its principal immunesystem target cell, the CD4 T cell or CD4 lymphocyte, through a very specific recognition si te,
or docking site, for a mo lecule called CD4 [hat
sits on the cell 's surface. For abou t a decade, we
have also known that a second docking site is required , bur that receptor molecule has remained
mysterious until the past year, when it was identified as a member of the family of molecules
known as chemokine receptors. HIV needs to
interact wi th the first molecule and then with the
second, especially one called CCR5 and other related molecules, none of which are there to serve
my. They're there, in faCt, to bind smaller
molecules--chemokines-that are released by
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Below: An HIV, its surface
bristling with glycoproM
teins, infects its target cell
by recognizing and docking
(red line) at a surface
molecule called CD4. In
the past year, a second
docking site (wavy yellow
line), necessary for the HIV
to enter the cell, has been
discovered-a protein
called CCRS or CXCR4,
which is a chemokine
receptor. Chemokines
might be employed to
block this interaction.
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various cells in t he immu ne system . We might
possibly be able to employ these chemoki nes to
engage th is second docking site and block this
entry step for HIV, so this now becomes another
therapeutic strategy. We could also specifically
targe t this docking site via the development of
other small molecules.
Now, as this discovery was being made, Bill
Paxton , a colleague of mine at the Aaron Diamond
AIDS Research Center of the Rockefeller U niversity, was worki ng with a number of patients who
had been exposed to HIV through multiple sexual
contacts and yet remained uninfected. Even in the
test filbe, HIV canno t infect the CD4 T cells of
some of these individuals. This was distinctly un usual. With the discovery of the chemokine receptor CCR5 as an important docking mechanism for
vi ral entry, it became logical to ask if these people
had any abnorm ality involvi ng the chemokine
receptor molecule. And it turns out that some of
these exposed uninfected individuals have a
deletion of a 32-base-pair sequence in the DNA
t hat encodes this molecule, so that, in faer, these
people are m issing the chemokine receptor CCRS.
This observation was followed up primarily by
Dr. Huang in ou r group and by Steve O 'Brien at
the National Institutes of Health, who showed
that individuals who have the CCR5 defect are
principally, perhaps even exclusively, Caucasian.
About 1 percent of the Caucasian population, particularly from northern Europe, has two copies of
the defective gene (one from the mother and one
from the fa ther), and these people are almost, but
not quite, 100 percent protected from HIV infection. People with one notmal gene and one abnormal gene have a slower disease progression after
HIV infection. This is an important development,
because we now not only know that these chemokine receptOrs represent an important gateway for
viral entry but also that CCR 5, in particular, is
dispensable, making it a rational target to go after
in drug design.
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Over the last couple of years, we have also
learned a great deal about the levels of HIV in
infected people through the work of J0 110 Mellors
and others from the University of Pittsburgh .
Shortly after HIV infects a person, there's a burst
in the amount of virus as measured in the blood,
after which the virus is brought down to a plateau,
presumably by the body's immune system. But
the level where the plateau is reached is quite
different for different individuals. Through their
work, we know now that if a person settles at a
high plateau, wi th a higb viral load, there is a
great chance of ptogressing to AIDS in five years'
time. In contrast, if the virus is brought down to
a lower plateau, there is a much slower progression
to AIDS. This shows in a defini tive manner that
the level of virus replication drives disease prog ression. We also now know that, once this plateau
is reached , it is typically maintained for m any
months, even years in some patients, with the
level creeping up on ly slowly over time. We had
previously thought that HIV was quiescent during
this period, but the work of several groups in the
past few years has shown that HIV replication is
extremely active, especially when the plateau
remains high and continues mercilessly in the
infected person. Infected CD4 T cells make
enormous numbers of HIV particles each day.
Such particles are removed very quickly by the
body, although some particles go on to infect new
T cells, and this cyclic process continues relentlessly. Throughout tbis cycle, many CD4 T cells
are destroyed ei th er directly or indirectly by the
continuous repl.ication of virus.
Now that we can begin ro ge t a handle on the
magnitude of this virus replication, it clearly has
implications for how we treat HIV. We now view
it as a much more active process from the very
beginning, and this process destroys a lot of imponant immune cells in the body each day. So it
doesn't really make sense, now that we have drugs
avai lab le, to let this continue unchecked . In addition , once we define the magnitude of virus repli cation, we can calculate how m any new cell infections occur daily. As HIV infects new celis, it has
to take its gene ti c material from RNA to D NA
through reverse transcription-a process that
David Baltimore defined a couple of decades ago.
D uring reverse transcription, HIV will make a lo t
of errors, generating many mutations. Sorrie of
these mutations will begin to confer d rug resistance to H IV. So then, if we try to treat HIV with
a single agent, the virus will be inhibited only for
a transient period, and it will quickly rebound
with a drug-resistant strain. This suggested to us ,
as well as to many others in the field, that we had
to attack new infection by using several different
drugs , trying to corner the virus so that it can't
mutate sufficiently to evade several drugs at one
tim e. This is the strategy that has generated the
most promising results.
The viral life cycle is illustrated above: the
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Patients who received
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involving protease
inhibitors along with

older drugs that target
reverse transcription have
seen the levels of virus in

their blood drop to
undetectable levels. The
virus may still be hiding
elsewhere in the body, but
such therapy, although
expensive, offers hope for
controlling the disease.
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In the life cycle of HIV, the virus enters the target cell,
creates a negative strand of its DNA through reverse
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these components, the viral proteins, into the smaller
pieces necessary to assemble new HIV.
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initial binding co the cell, entry, reverse transcription; HIV gets iota the nucleus, is incorporated
into the chromosome of the host cell, and then
synthesizes its different components, particularly
the viral proteins, which need to be chopped up
inro smaller pieces by an HIV enzyme called
protease. Therapy these days has targeted two
steps in this cycle: protease inhibitors , which
began human testing in early 1994, and older
drugs that target reverse transcription.
We've been able to combine many of these
drugs to build a more powerful combination
therapy against HIV, and the results have been
truly impressive. In parients who received this
therapy, the amount of virus in the blood falls by
many orders of magnitude-from very high levels
down to undetectable levels. Correspondingly, the
lymphocyte count goes way up, although the
restoration is seldom complete.
But even as HIV becomes undetectable in the
blood , can it still be hiding out somewhere else?
We and others have been looking in various other
fluid samples (including spinal fluid and seminal
fluid ) from these treated patients, and our sensitive techniques have not m easured any of the
virus which still doesn't mean that it has been
elim/oated, however. Even ifHIV is not completely eliminated, the control of virus in genital
secretion could potentially have a great effect on
transmission of the disease.
But fluids are not the only place the virus can
reside. The immune system's T cells sit primarily
in lymphoid tissue-in lymph nodes , tonsils, and
even such places as the gastrointestinal tract. In
order to see if the virus is similarly well controlled
in these lymphoid tissues, we have to take biopsies. If we take 30 tissue sections from a given
treated patient, in 95 percent of them we would
find no evidence of virus. In each patient who bas
been treated with these powerful drug combinations for from 18 to 24 months , we find that there
are occasional cells that are infected and are ex-
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pressing virus. The virus has not disappear~~
completely, but is still there in small quantitIes.
But the number of cells that are left with HIV
infection is very, very small . Our estimates lead
us to think that we have lowered the viral burden
10,000 or 100,000 times, yet there is still a residual pool that we must find ways of getting .rid ..
of-burn it out somehow, or protect these lOdIVldnals with immunotherapy approaches, so that if
these combination therapies are withdrawn, the
person would be able to fight off the infection and
keep it from spreading further. We don't know at
this point whether or not this is achievable.
This type of combination therapy is beginning
to make an impact on the affected community,
and the results are promising, although not every
patient benefits from these combination therapies
because of either side effects or lack of adherence
to the drug regi.me. According to figures from the
Center for Disease Control , mortality rates have

decreased from 1995 to 1996, and we hope 1997
will be even better. This decrease is most prominent for Caucasian men. It's not evident at all in
women and much less evident in Hispanic and
black populations. This has to do with access to
medication , which remains the biggest problem
worldwide. As much as 90 to 95 percent of new
AIDS cases occur in developing countries, where
these therapies are simply not affordable. So the
only way to deal with the global problem is to
educate and modify behavior, which is difficult to
dQ--{)r to come up with an effeCtive vaccine.
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D avid Baltimore

David Baltimore iJ pre.ridenl of Cd/lech, all office he
assumed in October after spending mosl of his scienlific
career at MIT. He iJ a former PreJidtlll of Rockefeller
University. Baltimore helped pioneer the moleclliar
sll/dy of animal vimses and won the Nobel P" ize ill
1975 for his discovery of the enzyme reverse transooiptase, which permits retroviruses, sllch as the A IDS
vi17tsJ to replicate. He is chair of fbe Notiolla/ Institlltes
0/ Health AIDS Vaccine Research Committee, a poort he
will continue to hold aiong with his Caltech dttties.
As you have just heard , these excjting new drugs
are too expensive to rep tesent a g lobal solution.
Approaches to preventing HIV in fect ion by educarion and behavior control involves cumbersome
mechanisms that have never been more than partiallyeffective. But we do already know how to
prevent virus infections. We prevent virus infections by vaccination. So, in the very earliest moments of the HIV epidemic, everyone said we
should be making a vaccine.
The United States government has PUt an increasing amount of resources behind the produccion of a vaccine. We are now spending more than
100 million dollars per year on AIDS vaccine research (our of a cotal of $1.3 billion allocared co
AIDS), and as effective drugs are developed, [
rhink that a larger fracrion of that budget could
now go ro vaccine development, if we knew how
to spend it well. Bur money is not enough; we
need an organjzed program of research to find a
vaccine.
In 1996, Harold Varmus, head of the National
Institutes of Healrh, asked me to establish a
committee that would oversee the AIDS vaccine
development effort in the Uniced States and make
it into a coordinated program thar could feed the
latest information into the vaccine-development
pipeline. This committee consists of molecular
biologists, infectious-disease experts, AIDStreatment specialists, researchers on the hi story
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and evolUtion of AIDS, and people from all aspecrs
of the epidemic, including one member of the
advocacy community. The group is small, which
makes it easy co work with, bur we can expand it
if we need to.
Our job is solely advisory. That's an odd chaJge
for a group that 's supposed ro organize a program.
We are supposed to adv ise the vaccine research
programs at N IH with regard to scientific opportunities, gaps in know ledge, and so on. It has to
be advisory. because the onl y people who can
spend mon ey on resea rch are Federal employees,
which we are not. Over the past year we've performed our role by meeting as a co mminee to
gtapple with the issues of what the vaccine program is; by scarring a new grant progtam; by
bringing people in rhe immunologic and viro logic
communjties together in workshops to talk about
the issues; by generating new ideas; and, panjcularly, by trying [0 bring new people into the
vaccine efforc, because one of the [rungs we saw
early on was that the great strengths of the American immunology and virology communities were
nor Wtally focused on this issue.
The innovation grant program that was invented through the committee's efforts is a way
of simplifying the process of getting money from
Washingron- making simpler g rant proposals,
getting them funded faster, and targeting those
grants to problems that we had identified as crucial to the vaccine effort. We targeted three areas:
developing better animal models; stUdying the
protein found on the outside of rhe virus, which is
likely to be one target of any vaccine; and finding
our how to get the cellular arm of rhe immune
sysrem revved up to artack virus-infected cells.
We were able to announce the grant program in
March, have the grants come in by May, and have
them funded in Seprember-52 new grams,
spending .$ t2 million on new approaches to
AIDS-vaccine development.
Even before I srarted on t hi s committee, t he fi rsr

Left: A graph of estimated
annual adult HIV infections
from 1980 projected
forward to 2000 shows
that cases will likely
continue to rise dramatically in Asia at the end of
t he century, taking over
the lead from Africa.
Expensive drug therapies
are unlikely to provide a
solution here, underscoring
the urgency of finding a
vaccine.

question I asked myself was: is it possible to make
a vacci ne? We don 't know the answer to that for
suce, but I had co convince myself that there was
at least a high probabi lity of it. And J could do
that because some research developments suggested that you coul d make a vaccine. First of ali,
there was work with nonhuman primates, the best
model we have for HIV. A number of researchers,
mainly Ron Desrosier and his colleagues at the
New England Primate Center and Harvard, had
found that you can proteer macaque monkeys
against SIV (simian immunodeficiency virus)
infeerion with an appropriate vaccine preparation
consisting of a live, attenuated virus particle. The
virus is a perfecdy infectious live virus, but its
genes had been mutated in such a way so that,
although it can grow and stimulate the immune
system, it will not cause disease. The exciting
thing was that it was done by mutating certain
critical genes that are particular to the AIDS virus.
People infected with such mutated strains of H IV
have infected other human beings, and those
infected people idenrmed so far are nonprogressors,
that is, the mutated virus causes a chronic infection, but the disease sy mptoms do not appear.
The AIDS virus is a retrovirus, but there are
a lot of very simple retroviruses that don't cause
AfDS, or much disease at all, unless they pick up
a parricular new gene, or if tbey integrate in a
specific place in the genome (in which case they
can cause cancer). To a large extent retroviruses
are benign. The differences between them and
HfV is a series oflittle genes (see illustration
below), which form tbe hea rt of HIV's power to
cause disease. The mutations were put into t hese
genes, and the vacci ne created from the live mutated virus. Unfortunately, eve n with those mutations, the virus occasionally causes disease, especially in very young monkeys, so there would
certainly be a serious safety problem for human
beings with this vaccine candidate. Right DOW,
we're at a poine with this vaccine concept where
there is proof of principle, but we don 't know how
to carry tbat from p rinciple into action.

Right: The difference
between ordinary
retroviruses, which don't
cause disease, and the AIDS
virus is a series of little

Simple Retroviruses

genes-vpr, vpu, nd, rev,
tat, and vif. Mutations

env

put into these genes have
produced a vaccine that
works in monkeys but is

AIDS Viruses

still too risky for humans.
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Most imporr anr , we 've gOt to bring new creative
ideas into vacc ine development , or 10 years from
now we may s ri II be wringing our hands.

There is evidence that some kind of protection,
probably of an immune nature, is possible in humans. For example, there are sex workers, particularly in Africa, who have been exposed to HIV
over and over again and have not been infected.
They have some kind of immunity---differe nt
from that conferred by a mutation of the chemokine receptor that David Ho talked about. It m ay
be cellular immunity due to wha t are called cytotoxic T lymp hocy tes, the cellular arm of the immune sys tem. Also, once a person is infected by
HIV, it's very hard to infect him a second time,
even after multiple exposu res, suggesting that
infection produces some sort of barrier against
other HIV viruses coming in . If we knew how to
make that barrier without the infecti on, we would
be ahead of the game. These are the kinds of
evidence that drive the vaccine program todayproof of principle, or suggestion of principle in the
human cases, but no direction as to how rhe
vaccine should be made.
Now, what does a vaccine do ? We tend to mink
that vaccines protect us from virus infections, but
they don't really. What they do is make sure that,
if you are infected, your immune system reacts to
that infection before any disease occurs. It's actually an abortion of the ongoing infection rather
than what might be cal.led sterilizing immunity
or complete protective immunity. If we could
develop an AIDS vaccine that gives sterilizing
immunity, it would probably be the first virus
vaccine to do that.
So what cOlild it do ? Well, as David Ho suggested, it could reduce the ini tial multiplicatio n of
HIV to reach a lower set point in the early stages
of infeCtion , to increase the time before the body
loses control over the virus and AIDS occurs. In
the best of cases, it might drive blood virus levels
below the detection thres hold so that perhaps the
disea1)e would never occur. This woul d involve
driving down the plateau level below th e point
where the body can no longer concrol the infec-
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NIH funding for research
on an HIV vaccine has
maintai ned a steady rise
from 1985 to 1998.

A fanciful representation of
HIV shows the Env proteins
sticking up off t he surface
of the virus. It would
make sense to use these
proteins in a vaccine, but
changes produced by
laboratory methods of
making these proteins or
inactivating the virus have
so far compromised
their utility.
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tion. That's what we imagine a vaccine can do.
We're not sure this is possible, but it's certainly
suggested by the work with monkeys.
What kinds of vaccines could we use? The
historic vaccines that have been effective agains t
virus diseases are of two kinds. One is the live
attenuated virus like the one I described for SIV.
The Sabin polio vaccine is a good example of a
mutated live virus. The other kind of vaccine,
such as the Salk polio vaccine, uses killed virus, in
which you take a perfectly infectious virLIs and ki ll
it by some chemical or physica l means. It can still
induce immunity, but it doesn't produce any
infection. Unfortunately, H lV is a very fragile
virus to any method of killing that 's been found so
far; it falls apart and is not really useful as a vaccine. I think it's a soluble p roblem, but it hasn't
been solved yet.
When t hese problems were recog nized some
time ago, scientists began trying to make vaccines
that consist JUSt of the surface protein of tbe virus.
(It's called the Bnv protein because it is in the
virus's envelope.) The vi.rus has on its surface Little
aggregates of three copies of Env protein; they
have affiniry for CD4 and the chemokine receptOrs
on the surface of cells, and they use these as an
encry port [Q infea the cell. Ie made a lot of sense
to use Env as a potential vaccine. But twO problems have emerged: the first is that the methods
used to make these produce single units, not trimers, so that they don 't look I.ike they do on the
virus surface. Second, in the initial work on HIV,
it was necessary to make a lor of virus. For this,
scientists could nOt just use the virus taken from
people; they had to grow rhe virus in cells in the
laboratory. We did not realize that when you
grow virus in the lab, you select for cbanges in the
structure of the virus prOteins. These laboratoryadapted viruses are easily killed by the antibodies
they induce, giving the impression that vaccination with these strains would be possible. People
don't get infeCted by adapted srra ins, however;
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tbey get infected by fie ld strains. Tbe field strains
are nOt susceptible to killing by the antibodies
raised by these vaccine ca ndidates, making their
utility doubtful. It has recently been questioned
whether antibodies against the Env protein of field
strains can be raised at all. I think they can, but
it's going to take some preny su bde tricks to do it.
Because of these problems, the cytOtOxic T
lymphocyte (CTL) arm of the immune system has
come to the fore as a potential way of protecting
the body. When an appropriately cytotoxic T
lymphocyte sees a virus-infected cell, it releases
materials that cause the cell to commit suicide.
Such lymphocytes exist in all of us, and their
killing capacity can be stimulated by any protein
made under the direction of the virus, even proteins that do not become part of the virus particle.
Much of the effort today is going into inducing
this kind of immunity to supplement whatever
antibody immunity can be produced. The kinds
of things tbat will do that are vectors that bring
genetic material into cells-things like other
vi ruses or naked DNA. These can be injeCted into
the body, get inca cells, and induce me synthesis of
proteins that stimulate t he en arm of the im mune sys tem. Vaccine designers today are trying
to use many different techniques to induce the two
kinds of immunity: pep tides representing parts of
proteins; vectors derived ftom othet benign viruses
to induce sy nthesis of proteins inside of cells; and
the proteins themselves, often carried on particles
that look Li ke viruses but aren't viruses.
I've been discussing the search for a vaccine as
if all of these techniques were just under development and nobody bad ever tried to test a vaccine.
Actually, the program is 15 years old. The day rhe
discovery of HIV was annou nced in Washington,
then Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
Margaret Heckler said: "We now have the virus; in
twO years we'll have a vaccine." She was optimistic, but that was, in fac t, the start of the vaccine
program. Many vaccines, in particular some using
live vectOrs such as the smallpox vaccine virus,
have actually been tested during these 15 years.
Only a Lirtle work has been done on immunization
by naked DNA. but thete will be a lot mote.
Even whole killed virus has been tried. although
not with much success.
So. with all this histOry, why isn't there a vaccine? I think [he defining moment came 2: few
years ago, when we realized thar the laboratory
strains were different from field strains. Even
before that, we bad known tbat adaptation to the
laboratory changed the virus, but we didn't know
the consequences. But now we became aware that
we were working with materials that probably
would never give decent immunity. It's nOt
cerrain that this is true, and these materials are
still being tested, but it has forced us to go back
and think about redesigning the whole program
of vaccine development. This was the genesis
of the comm ittee that I represent and of the

arcempts co ineroduce new and more innovati ve
methodologies.
What are the mai n needs of the vaccine program
rod ay? First, we have co incegrate into vaccine
developmen t the latest knowledge about HIV.
Wby did it take so long to recognize tbat the field
strains and laboracory strains were differen t from
one another? Pardy because vacci ne development
was running on a track quite separate from the
basic research crack, and the information transfer
was poor. We need co bring the latest information
CO the vaccine efforts and use it to modify th em
accordi ngly.
We have to introd uce this information into
the human testing process because, ultimately, we
ca n only know that vaccines work when they've
worked in human beings. More than 2,000 people
have already taken vaccines in a continui ng process
that has been quite separate from much of the
research effort. Research is mostly governmentfunded and takes place in universi ties and resea rch
insticutes, while vaccines are, in the end, developed by industry. Under government direction,
we need to integrate inca a partnership the many
different strong research institutions in the United
States and elsewhere along with all the industries
t hat will ultimatel y make th ese vaccines. Most
importane, we've got ro bring new creative ideas
into vaccine development, or 10 years from now
we may still be wringing ou r hands. One exci cing
initiative that Dill committee has helped foster is a
laboracory on the NIH campus that can carry OUt
an integrated program of HIV vaccine research.
This wili help couple the vaccine development
effort to advances in basic knowledge about rhe
virus.
What should be the test of cbe success of our
committee? Development of a safe and effective
vaccine will not happen quickly. Preside nt Clinton has asked for a vaccine within a decade. ] have
a more modest goal. If we have exciting vaccine
candidates that are safe and work well in animals
within the decade, I wi ll feel we have been
successful. If we don 't, I think we will have to
consider t he possibiliry that HfV has outwitted
us, that a vaccine is not in the cards.

It is tremendously gratifying for us ro see one of our early efforts go from

molecular to design through extensive testing

to

actually

encnding the l ife of a patient.

lvfel Simon is chair of Caltech's DivisiOll of Biology aud
is the A nne P. and Benjamin F. Bictggini Pt·ofessGr of
Biological Sciences. He came to Caltech in 1982 from
UC Sail Diego, where he had spent most of his previollJ
academic career. His research centers all how organisms
detect and respond to chemical changes, and includes
studies of the mechanis1lls involved in semory cell function and investigations into the nat/Jre of the hiological
circuits that process information from a tla,.iety of cell
su,.face recepto,.s.

Mel Simon

Proteases are necessary
actors in HIV replication.
Without their intervention, immature virus
particles cannot grow to
maturity and go on to
infect other T4
lymphocytes .
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About 15 years ago, it became clear to me and
to some of my colleagues that we were in the
midst of a tec hnical revolution in biology and
biochem istry that could provide novel strategies
for dealing with infectio us disease. The dream was
that, using molecular biology, we co uld identify
the molecules intimately involved in the mechanisms of infection, and then characterize them in
atOmic detail , and design inhjbitors that would
bind only to those rarget molecu les and inactivate
them . The nOtion of specifically designing drugs
atom by atom was different from previous approaches to drug discovery. Many of the drugs
thar were used to fight infection by microorganisms we,re natural products thar were derived or
extracted from plants or ocher organisms. In fact,
there were very few drugs that could cope with
viral infection.
By rhe early 'SOs, molecular biology had developed enormously, enabling much of this dream to
become possible. First, we can, in fact, identify
target proteins required to initiate and propagate
disease-in the case of HIV, the reverse transcriptase, the protease, and the ioteg rase. These
proteins are part of the process of building the
virus, and they are absolutely necessary fo r propagation of infection. Second , in order to wage this
war at the atomic level, we have to know (he
atomic structure of the target molecules. This
requires knowing the position of every atom in the
target molecule. This picture of the target molecule also teIls us a bit about how the molecule
works. You can't see the virus with a light microscope; you can just make out g ross viral structure
with an electron microscope. To actually determine the atomic structure of components of the
virus, we need x-ray crystallog raph y, a technique
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The protease recognizes
part of the virus precursor
(the purple thing) that
needs to be cleaved, and
chops at a jawlike site
formed between protease
subunits.

A small molecule (yellow)
could be designed to sit in
the crevice between the
two units and keep them
from clamping shut. If the
fit isn't precisely right, it
can fall out, and the
protease can continue
its work.

that has been around for almost 100 years but
whose development has really accelerated in the
last 20 years. The great advances in computational technigues, computers, and software for
computational chemistry have greatly £'lcilitated
protein crystallography. Sophisticated computer
displays are available to help us visualize these
molecules in three dimensions, to stimulate their
interactions with other molecules, and to try to
understand how molecules recognize each other.
Advances in organic chemical synthesis permit us
to optimize molecular designs , and to build
molecules that can interact with each other in a
very specific way.
Bringing all of these elements togethet involved
uniting a va ri ety of different sciences. A group of
us at the University of California at San Diego
decided to form a company to do just that. The
corporate structure is in many ways ideal for
blending cultures and approaches and for focusing
the efforts of diverse people on a specific goal or
product. It was at this time that we also became
aware of the proportions of the AIDS epidemic,
the grief that it was causing, and the discouragement that had been experienced in attempts to
develop methods for dealing with it. We realized
that we could very quickly describe the proteins
that make up HIV and that are essential for its
replication-the reverse transcriptase, the integrase, and about 12 other proteins, including the
HIV protease, whose function is to tai lor the viral
proteins into smaller pieces. These targets were
relatively easily available and provided an excellent model to test the notion of drug design.
Our company, Agouron Pharmaceuticals, used
the techniques of molecular biology to isolate
large amounts of these proteins, to determine their
crystal structures, and to try to design drugs that
would block their function. Thus, for example,
the HIV protease has to digest a larger protein at
specific places, in order for the virus to make an
effective "coat." If you block protease from acting,

then you don't get a mature virus particle, and the
particle that is generated cannot infect cells. First,
we and a number of other companies worked out
the atomic structure of the protease using x-ray
crystallography. The HIV protease is made up of
two subunits, which cleave a protein substrate that
specifically fits between them. In the close-up
(below) of th e heart of the molecule, you can see
the surface of the protease and the substrate of the
virus that it is going to have to chop. (The scale
here is in angstroms and fraCtions of angstroms.)
This is a static picture, bur these parts are actually
all wiggling around, and you can see that the fit is
exquisitely perfect. This atomic fit is the source of
the protease's ability to recognize a specific
substrate.
The protease sees a very specific part of the virus
and cuts it. What we wanted to do was to design
a small molecule that would sit in the cavity
between the two subunits and fit so well that it
will not allow the usual substrate protein to work.
This small molecule would go into all the viruses,
get inco the middle of all the proteases, and block
them from working. You need perfect molecular
recognition at the atomic level for this strategy to
work. At right is one of the first molecules that
our company made. You can see that it didn't fit
snugly, and it fell out of the "active site"; the
protease was therefore still able to "do its thing."
In other words, you would see very weak inhibition of protease activity. So the designers had to
go back to the drawing boards. Each time around,
they take an "x-ray snapshot" of the molecule, that
is, they generate a co-crystal of the "target" and
determine exactly how the putative inhibitor sits
in the active site. They see what parts still have to
fit; and then they redesign the small molecule
inhibitor.
In the case of the protease inhibitor, this design
process involved more than 40 iterations. Different small molecules were built and inserted inco
the active site; the complex was crystallized and its

But a snugly fitting
molecule (pink) winlock
the "jaws" open and inThe two parts of the

hibit the protease from

protease are shown here in

recognizing the virus

green, with the viral

precursor and carrying out

protein (orange) that they

its chopping operation,

are supposed to cleave

thus preventing the

between them. The scale

production of new HIV

is in angstroms. All the

particles.

parts are actually in
constant motion, but the
fit has to be perfect.
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One of Agouron's first designs for a protease inhibitor
clearly doesn't fit the site (whose surface contours are
represented by the small dot pattern) very well-hanging
out on both ends and leaving spaces unfill ed. Many
redesign attempts fi nally arrived at the successful molecule
illustrated on page 24.

Structure determined. In this way the small
molecules were tested [Q find the inhibitor that fit
the site best. You can see how much better this
final small molecule on page 24 fits the site.
EleCtronic calculations indicate that it recognizes
the active site of the protease with great specificity. When it gets into that crevice, it binds to the
protease extremely tighdy, and prevents it from
acting. The putative inhibitor had to then be
tested in a variety of ways to see if, in fact, it
blocked virus replication. Then we had to determine if it was harmful [Q people or if it had side
effeCts that were deleterious to living organisms.
Finally it needed to be tested for efficiency in
clinical studies. It became dear that the protease
inhibirors represented one parr of a strategy that
David Ho was instrumental in inventing and
pursuing-that is, the notion of using multiple
inhibitors of viral replication-which lowers the
amount of virus in the blood and keeps it down for
an extended period of time. The idea tbat is essential to trus treatment was presented by Dr. Ho.
Since the virus replicates very rapidly and mutates
rapidly, the application of multiple inhibitors that
block different steps in replication lowers the
number of repli cating viral particles, and at the
same time requires multiple simultaneous mutations in order to bypass the inhibitors. This
lowers the probability that effective resistant
viral particles will arise.
Unfortunately, it doesn't work for everybody,
but for a large fraction of the patients (more [han
80 percent) the cocktail of protease inhibitors and
multiple reverse rranscriprase inhibitors does have
a dramatic effect. Many people who have been
raking trus combination for over a year have
improved in various ways. It is tremendously
gratifying for us to see one of our early efforcs go
from molecular to design through extensive resting to actually extending the life of a patient. The
effect that biologists hope to see in their work has
been realized in this case-to use our understand-
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ing of nature and the tools of molecular biology to
improve, or even save, lives.
We know that HIV replicates at an enormous
rate. Because it can replicate so prodigiously, and
because it can mutate at a high rate, the virus is
able to evolve rapidly. Thus, the probability of a
mutation that can bypass the drug or cause resistance to the drug is high. The use of multiple
drugs raises the barrier to complete resistance,
but nonetheless, resistances arises. How does it
happen? One of the things that Agouron has found
in patients and in tests in the laboratory is that the
virus can sus tain a particular murarion that will
change the protease at one parricular posi tion.
This change bteaks one of the bonds that holds
the molecule in the active site, but still allows
the protease to function. The same inhibitor no
longer fits as perfectly as it did before, and the
protease can bypass the inhibitor and work again.
By using multiple drugs and prescribing them
early in the course of the disease (along with high
compliance by patients), we can lowe r the probability that these kinds of mutations and this kind
of resisrance will occur. A variety of drugs is now
available, and combi nations of these drugs are
being used and shown to be effective in averting
resistance. Many companies are working on other
drugs. Some of these might fit the active site
differentl y and thus augment curre nt treatment.
A tremendous amount of research is cu rrently
going on to try to perfect this method of recog ni zing the rargets and designing specific drugs fitted
to them. Agouron and orher companies are working on the HlV-Integrase, the HIV-RNAase H,
and other proteins that are necessary for viral
replication. It may eventually be possible ro
design inhibitors that are so clever that they
can actually minimize the effects of mutations to
resistance. This is dearly an enormous problem,
but one that is being pursued at different levels
and that will lead to a new generation of antiviral
therapi es. [ [
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Taxing Women
by Ed wa rd

J. McCaffery

This article was adapted from Ed McCaffery's
Watson Lecture last May, the 1l1onth after his book,
Taxing Women, was pub/isbed by the U1lt'versity
of Chicago Pms.
McCaffery, who htlS tattght laUJ as a 'visiti11g
associate professor;11 the Division of the Hmmmities
and Social Sciences at Calteeh since 1995, is aisa
professor 0/ law at the University a/Soltthern C.difonda Law School, ,where he has tallght since] 989.
He stlldied Latin and philosophy eJ·J an IIndergradtlate
at Yale (BA 1980), eamed his JD from Harvard ill
1985, and H!ceived an MA in economics from usc in
1994. His researclJ approclches the law from the vantage poinls ofpublic /inance and Im/inis! theolY, aJllong
other perspectives.

OUf tax system has a strong bias against rwoearner, married fami li es. This bias came to be
because of a series of decisions made in the 1930s,
1940s, and 1950s, and hardly reexamined since.
T he bias cuts differently at different income levels.
Among the poorest Americans, a bias against twoearner marriages is a bias against marriage itself.
Thus it is no surprise, although I think it's a
stunning disappointment, t hat one out of four
American childre n live in single-parent, femaleheaded households, and that more than half of
them are below the official poverty line. It 's also
not all that surprising that the traditional image
of the family, in which the husband/father works
full time out side the hom e and the wife/mother
works full time inside it, continues to predominate among t he very wealthiest Americans.
Eighty percent ofCEOs of Fortune 500 compan ies
are married men with stay-at-home wives. Finally,
the same bias creates stress in the vast middle
classes, where married mothers face difficult
choices between staying home full time-thereby
sacrificing an important labor-market presence and
harming themselves in the increasingly likely
possibility of a later divorce-and working full
time inside and outside the home, juggling two
domains of work for little, if any, take-home
dollars. All the while, men face little pressure to
change their ways, and the workplace continues to
favor a dominant model of full-time, full-commitment work.
That's the basic story of my book, Taxing
'VomeIJ-how a large and coercive instrument of
state control , the tax system, was set up in one set
of circumstances to favor one kind of family, and
how it continues to exert pressures today under
ve ry di ffe rem circumstances.
I'd like to view this basic story from d ifferent
perspectives by telling fou r tales, with apologies
to Chaucer: t he Accountant's Tale, the Historian's
Tale, the Economist's Tale, and the Social Theorist's Tale. I'll cut right to the bottom line and

begin with the most basic and down-to-earth
perspecti ve.
THE ACCOUNTANT'S TALE

Let's start witb some basic facts of life in America raday. Almost all married men work, and almost all married men who do so work full time ,
well ovet 95 percent. They usually earn much
more than their wives do when th e wives also
work. Conversely, about 40 percent of married
mothers of young children stay home. fn most
si ngle-earner families, it's the husband who works.
A single-earner family where it is the wife who
works is likely to be a lower-income fami ly with
an unemployed or unemployable husband. So, for
various reasons, rhe man 's salary is fixed as the
primary one. It's not just because he earns more,
but also because it's taken for granted rhar he
works. Men's work comes first, and once we take
rhar as a fixed fact of life-it doesn 't have to be,
bur it is for most Americans-the following
things starr to happen.
Let's consider the situation of a husband and
wife with two children. Let's say the man is
earning $60,000, and the wife is offered a job
paying $30,000. That roughly cap tures tbe ratio
of working wives' salari es to their husbands'. On
average, a working wife earn s about two-thirds of
what her husband earns, but to make it easy here
we're saying she's offered a job paying $30,000.
But she's not going to take that home. The first
thing we do is factor in taxes, and taxes are going
to cut her salary in half. She's going to lose about
$15,000 to a combination of income tax, Social
Security, and state and local taxes. The income tax
starts at a high rate because of joint filing; this is
something I'll talk about more in the Historian 's
Tale, but basically joint filing means that her first
dollar is taxed at a rate dictated by his salary. So
she doesn't have a zero bracket like he does when
he entered the work force. Her very first dollar,
in this particular example, is in the 28-percent
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income tax bracket. And over the range in which
they are earning together, she'll enter into even
higher brackets of 31- 32 percent.
She also starts, on her very first dollar, paying
Social Security taxes of about 7.65 percent out of
her paycheck; her employer has ro chip in an equal
amount. Working wives are already benefited
under tbe Social Security system by virtue of a
stay-a t-home spousal share, so she's paying a pure
tax here with no benefit. When we add the 7.65
percent to 30 percent, and then add in state and
local taxes, an increasingly significant phenomenon in America, it's pretty easy to get up to a 50
percent marginal tax rate.
Taxes are not , however, the only expenses that
come out of her salary. If she goes to work, the
family is going to have to do something about
child care. The most common way of dealing with
the situation of child care is to use some unpaid
option-to take advantage of relatives or friends.
But if you have to pay, you have to pay dearly. So
let's say the family has to pay $200 per week to
care for two children . (Surveys and statistics suggest that this is not an unrealistic figure. It 's
higher than the average, but the average numbers
tend to be pulled down by unpaid options. ) The
sum of $200 per week adds up to roughly $10,000
per working year. The biggest benefit she could
get back on her tax forms, in terms of a child-care
credit , would be less than $ 1,000. Since she's unlikely to get even that, for a variety of reasons that
I won't go into here , I've simplified the situation
and left it out of the equation.
Child care is not the only additional expense the
family will face. Two-earner couples face a myriad
of costs over and above one-earner co uples. They
see expenses from the loss of the services that a
stay-at-home wife would be providing--dry
cleaning, housekeeping, restaurant meals, more
expensive in-home food, commuting. If all these
extra expenses average $100 a week-and that
seems to be a conservative estimate from consumer
surveys-that'S another $5,000 per year with no
tax: break. If you've been doing the arithmetic,
you can quickly see that the bottom line is zero.
Her $30,000 job brings home noching. This is
not an unrealistic story. The average working wife
sees two-thi rds of her salaty lost to taxes and
work-related expenses, and some women actually
lose money by working.
Now let's talk about the primary earner. In an
example I work out in my book, 1 show how a
$2,000 raise can more than match the $30,000 job
offer for the wife. Of course, in this example, with
that bottom line of zero, even a $1 raise is better.
He might even be in a lower marginal tax bracket
than his wife, if he has passed the Social Security
ceiling of approxjmatcly $60,000. His additional
work doesn't open up the need for child care or
generate many, if any, of those additional workrelated expenses. This incentive structure favors
and rewards traditional one-earner families. If a
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woman wanes to work. there are plenty of incentives not to be married or not to have children in
the first place. Children provide an incemive for
one person to stay at home-almost always the
wife-and for the Other person co work more.
When we look across America, we see that pattern
playing itself out.
To summarize more systematically, six factOrs
underlie the Accountant 's Tale: 1) joint filing ; 2)
the structure of Social Security; 3) nontaxation of
the imputed income from self-supplied child care
and other home production (i.e., if you stay at
home. you're providing valuable services, but
you're not paying any tax on the value of these
benefits); 4) inadequate deductions for child care
and other work-related expenses of the secondaryearning spouse; 5) the fringe benefits system,
which tewards you through the tax system if
you' re a sing le-earner family and often forces the
second earner to take fringe benefits the family
doesn't need; and 6) state and local taxes that are
parasitic on the federal tax srructure. Now, I'm
not going to turn this intO a Lawyer's Tale; nobody
wants to hear that. But I want to underscore an
important idea-that the way things are is political and that the sys tem was set up to entrench
and reward one particular model of the family, to
the exclusion of other possible models. The kinds
of changes that I chink are possible and that I'm
advocati ng are in the direction of a more flexible,
more JUSt, and more neutral set of rules. To make
this clear, I would Like m discuss these six facmrs
in their historical context.
TALE
I'll deal with them chronologically, starting
with Social Security. Social Security is a big tax.
When it began in tbe 1930s Social Security was a
bigger tax than the income tax. The income tax
progressed from a small tax on the wealthy to a
mass tax during World War II, with the brilliant
invention of wage withholding . By 1945, th e
income tax had leaped up to a level of 9 percent
of gross domest ic product, where it has pretty
much stuck. (When it gets too high, a Democrat
usually gets thrown out of office and some RepubTHE HISTORIAN 'S

After a big jump in 1945
to 9 percent of gross
domestic product, the
income tax has remained
quite level. Social Security,
however, has seen a steady

"

rise, and in 1990 brought
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the government almost as
much revenue as the
intome tax.
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liean comes in and cutS taxes.) It's a different story
with payroll taxes such as Social Security, which
have shown a steady increase, so that by 1990 the
payroll tax system accounted for 85 percent as
mudl revenue as the income tax did. This may be
a surprising fact, but more than 90 percent of
Americans pay more in payroll taxes than they pay
in income taxes. You don't see it; you don't fill
our a form; it's not associated with the IRS; politicians don 't talk about it. But when you combine
the 7.65 percent that comes out of each employee's
pocket with the equal share that com es out of the
employer's-but which all economists agree is in
effect paid by the worker-you see that Social
Security is pretty much a flat 15.3 percent tax on
wages, with no zero bracket or other adjustment
for family size, etc. That is a steep tax.
Social Security also has a very strong gender bias
built into it because of decisions made in 1937
and 1939. Social Security was first pur in place
in 1935 by the Roosevelt admin istration. It was
intended to be an actuarially funded sys tem, so in
the early years it was building up a reserve. Bur
in 1936, things changed. John Maynard Keynes's
General Theory of E11lplOYllle1ll, Interest and Money
was published, which suggested that maybe it
wasn't a good idea for a government to be buildjng
up a surplus in the Depression. The government
decided to spend the reserve money, so a Social
Security Advisory Commission was set up in 1937
to decide how to spend it. There were twO candidates for extending benefits: one was to give some
benefits to domestic and agricultural workers, who
were largely African American; that idea didn't go
very far. The second recommendation was ro extend benefirs to stay-at-home wives by creating a
spousal share. This idea was widely popillar.
When the modification was first PUt into place, it
was even explicitly sexist: wives who didn't work
gOt a benefi t.
Bur there was a little g litch that the reformers
didn't think of--ot did think of, actually. What
about the working wife? This wife would get
benefits anyway as a spouse. What were we going
to do with her when she entered the work force?
And the answer was: tax ber anyway by nOt giving
her any exemption level over the range in which
her work did not generate any additional Social
Security benefits. The commission noticed this in
1937, but they thought it was a good thing, for the
explicit reason that married women ought not to
be competing with sing le women. (In other
words, they accepted that t here was a segregated
work force-there were male jobs and female jobs.
They were simply ttying to protect si ngle women
by keeping married women from working .) That
might have been all right then, when Social Security was a flat tWO percent tax. But right now
Social Security is at 15.3 percent, when we factor
in the employer's share along with the employee's.
It's a big tax, and working wives are getting little
if any benefit from what they're paying inco that

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -

M o re t h an 97 pe r cent of ma rr ied couples file jointly, and, as far as I can teli,
t he other 3 percent consists mai n ly of estranged but sti ll married couples who
won't sign the same for m .

Not very many familie s
even bother to claim the
stingy child-care credit
currently allowed them on
their income tax. For
joint fil ers (solid line), it
makes sense only at higher
incomes, while middleincome single parents
(represented by the
dashed " head of household" line) find it
somewhat more worth
their while.

system. (There are possible exceptions, as when a
secondary-earning spouse divorces before 10 years
of marriage. Social Security is a complex matter.
But these details don't change the basic fact that
many women ate paying a pure tax under Social
Securi ty.)
J oi nt fi ling under the income tax also has an
interesting and complex history. It was instituted
in 1948. H usbands and wives were defi ned as a
single taxable unit. T his, by itself, did not create
a "m arriage penalty"; during the period from 1948
to 1969, you could see your taxes go down on
getting marr ied but never go lip. But joint filing
created a big factor in the Accountant's Tale- the
secondary-earner bias. By calling husbands and
wives a si ngle taxpayer unit, the government
created an incentive to think of whose salary
came firs t . Who got to take ad vantage of the zero
brac ket? Who was it who might ?lot work? This
is a perfec tly appropriate way to th ink in accounting and economics. Once you think that way, it's
overwhelm ingly likely that the wife's work is
going to come second, p ushi ng he r inca a tax
bracke t dictated by her husband's salary. The
secondary-earner bias is rarely talked about, but
it's a big problem . Most countries that have a
comprehensive tax system have now moved away
from joint filing. Italy reverted from joint to
separate filing in 1979, and England did so in
1990. We do have a possibili ty ofn ling separately
even though m arried, but it's not the sam e thing
as separate filing, and most married couples would
pay more tax if they did this. More t han 97 percent of married couples file jointly, and, as far as
I can tell, the other 3 percent consists mainly of
estranged but still married couples who won't
sign the same form.
T he third and fourth factO rs from t he Accountant's Ta le concern child-care ded uctions. A court
decision in 1939 ruled t hat child-care expenses of
two-earner couples were not business expenses;
they were personal expenses, attributable to the
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fact of having children. T his se t a baseline in
which we view child-care relief as excep tional or
aberrational-as somehow subsidizing a personal
decision to have children , rather than a legitimate
work-related expense of two-earner families.
Starting in 1954, the governme nt did some
very small and grudging things: they instituted
a maxi m um $600 per family deduct ion, which
stayed at $600 into the 1970s, not indexed for
inflation. This just applied to couples earning less
than $20,000 in 1954, a num ber that did go up a
bit. The idea was to target some small relief to
!ower- and middle-income families, on the theory
t hat rich wives shouldn't be worki ng anyway. T he
law viewed working wives as some kind of exception to a general rule.
Today we have a ch ild-care credit. It's more
generous than the 1954 deduc tion, but the fact
of the matter is that it is still grudging, and not
very many people bother to take advantage of it.
Among married couples earning less t han
$10,000, no one get s a child-care credit; couples
earning $ 10,000 to $20 ,000 get an annual average
of $250, or about $5 a week. By the t ime you're
making $ 200,000 a year, the federal govern ment
might give you $500 back, or $ 10 a week, for
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chad care. The numbers are a lit tl e better for
single parents, but not much . You can see that
an incredibly small percentage of married couples
even bother to claim the credit (the dark line in
the g raph is the joint retur ns). T hat continues to
be true until you get intO pretty high income
ranges.
T he particular problem amo ng lower-income
families is that the child-care credi t is nonrefundable. That means that you don't get any benefit
from it unl ess you're paying positive income taxes.
(A negative income tax means YOll get a net paym ent from the government.) Since the poorest
one-third or so of American households do not pay
posirive income taxes, they get no benefi t from a
nonrefundable credit. Those households are
paying taxes, but they're paying taxes in the form
of losing the benefit of t he earned-income tax
credit. The people who set up this sys tem were
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aware of what they were doing. LegislatOrs would
stand up on the floor of Congress and say. in essence: "We don 't want to help two-earner fami lies;
we don't want to help working wives; we don't
chi nk women should be working." Late! y. in the
1980s and 1990s, people use cnde language about
how important it is to have stay-at-home parents,
but they are still opposing working wives.
T he secondary-earner deduction also has an interesting history. As 1 mentioned earlier, a typi cal
second earner eorets the work force at a SO percent
tax rate. She doesn't have the benefit that a primary earnet has of going through a range in which
she's not paying posi tive taxes. An obvious thing
to do would be to give her some deduction to
account for various work-related expenses and to
replicate the effect of having her own zero bracket.
In 1981, the first great Reagan tax reform was put

The conservatives had convinced rhemselves char women were working on ly in
order to pay (axes. If, in fan, women want

to

work , the logic would run

cxacrly in [he opposite direction.

in place, which allowed a relatively small secondary-earner deduction: 10 percenc of the lesserearning spouse's salary up co $30,000, thus a maximum deduCtion of $3,000. That looks like it was
a nod co help working women, bur in 1981, there
were also serious proposals for separate filing and
Other things that would have helped two-earner
couples a lot more. This limited second-earner
deduCtion was the cheapest option on the table,
and they went with it. The end of the Story comes
five years later, when they repealed it.
Many of you may still remember the Tax
Reform Act of 1986-it featured a quite radical
simplification of the tax laws and a dramatic
lowering of the tax rates. In the decades before
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that, the highest rate bracket was very high for the
wealthiest Americans-for a brief while during
World War IJ it was 94 percent. Since then we've
had tWO great tax-reducing presidents. The fust
was John F. Kennedy, who lowered the top rate to
70 petcent in 1963. It stayed rhete until 1981,
when Reagan lowered it to 50 percent. Five years
later, he lowered it again co 28 percent.
By 1986, a conservative idea had been floating
around for many years, namely that women were
working in order to pay taxes. Conservatives
believed that the reason we were seei ng more twOearner families was rhat taxes had increased so that
the husband's salary alone was no longer sufficient
to support the household, and the wife had to
work to generate enough cash to pay the taxes.
The conservatives thus thought that the way to get
women back into the home was to lower taxes.
Reagan , in his brief statement in signing the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, singled our its incentives to
get women to Stay home as one of the principal
advantages of the law. H e said it would make it
economic to raise childten again.
This rurned our to be exactly wrong. The conservatives had convinced themselves that women
were working only in order to pay taxes. If, in
fact, women want to work, the logic would run
exactly in the opposite direction. High taxes deter
work effort; hence, lowering taxes would increase
married women's work. Guess which answer won ?
Women tlJal1t to work. After the 1986 tax reduction, t here was a 25 percent surge in married
women entering the work force.
Bringing the HistOrian's Tale up to the present,
conservatives now face the question: how can they
lower taxes, which they always wane to do, without helpiog married working women, which they
never want to do? We learned in 1986 that
lowering tax rates across the board was the wrong
answer. What's the right answer? A pcr-child
(not child-care) credit. In his 1996 campaign ,
Bob D ole came up with the wi tty slogan of "lS lS-1S "-a 15 percent across-the-board rate Cllt.
Conservatives didn't want him to do that, because
a general rate reduction, as in 1986, would help
working wives. The Contract 'with America, written
in 1994, called fot a pet-child credit instead of any
general rate reduction; the Christian Coalition
published a parallel tract, also supporting the idea.
It was by far the most expensive element of tax
reduction in the Contract with America, accounting
for $162 billion out of a $300 billion toral tax
reduction-much more expensive than capi tal
gains reduction or any(hing else. Bill CLnton
signed onto this, and this is the proposal in the
budget act-a per-child (not child-cate) ctedi t.
[The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, sig ned into law
in August, incorporated this change.]
There are twO problems with a per-child credit
from the point of view of taxing women. First of
all, it's nonrefundable. Forry percent of American
families will get no benefit ftom the per-child

If the demand for apples is
inelastic (people will buy
them no matter how high
the tax) and the demand

credit, and, of course, they're the poorest, neediest
40 percent. Second, it maintains the high tax
rates facing working wives. It's a form of tax redunion that doesn't change the Accountant's Tale
at all, except to give families more money in the
first p lace, whether the wife works or not. This
would p resumably cut against het incentive to
work. and if you look at the language of the Contract with Amer·ica. you can see quite clearly that
it's deliberate.
The history of tax in America, from at least the
1930s down to the present day, shows time and
again the rules being set in a way rigged against
working wives and mothers. The work force itself
has changed, but tax hasn't.
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the demand curves shown
at top right. When it
comes to taxing the labor
supply, men look like apple
eaters and women like
orange eaters (the line
slopes the other way
because these are
supply curves).
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for oranges elastic. you get

ThE ECONOM1ST 'S TALE
Now we get to the fun stuff. I'd like to sketch
out some of the basics of the theory of optimal tax,
originated by Frank Ramsey in 1927, and show
how it applies to the problems of taxing women.
I'm also looking ahead ro the ultimate connection
to the Social Theorist's Tale.
To learn about the idea of optimal tax, I invite
you to imagine that you're on an island that has
only two commodities- apples and oranges, each
selling for $1. (Someone rold me rhar ar Calrec h
rhat should be Apples and fBMs, but ]' m a lawyer;
I'll stick wi th the fru it.) Because tbe market is
perfec tly competitive, an ind ivid ual seller raisi ng
the p rice wo uld be undersold; anybody selling for
less would go bankrupt. I n this simple story, let's
imagi ne t hat 100 apples and 100 oranges ace
purchased .
Now the governmen t comes onto tbe scene and
decides char it needs $100. How is the government going to raise the $lOO? The easy answer
is to put a 50 percent tax on both apples and
oranges. Bur nothing is coo easy in economics.
because trungs change in the face of tax. First, the
price of apples and oranges would each go up to
$2 because the seller still needs to net $1. Ifhe
sells for $2, he will give 50 percent, Ot $1, to the
government, keeping the $1 he needs, by definition, to break even. This price change means
changes in the demand for apples and oranges.
But what, exactly, happens next? Because we're
in the Economisc's Tale, the answer is: it depends.
More specifically, it depends on the nature of the
demand side.
Under this stylized example, let's assume that
tbe demand for apples is what we call complerely
inelastic. Because people have to have an apple a
day to keep t he doctor away, they'll pay any price
for that apple. So that means t he 100 apples will
still be purchased, even at the price of $2. On the
other hand , ler's say the demand for oranges is
relatively elastic, or flexible in the face of changing
prices. W hen the price goes up, people decide
thac oranges aren't wo rth it. If we insisted on
taxi ng oranges, no one wou ld buy them, and t he
market in oranges woul d shut down com pletely.
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Hours Worked

Economists view [his as si ll y, or inefficient, and
this is why Ramsey developed his theory of ideal
taxat ion. Applying the optimal tax solution, you
should only tax inelastically demanded goods. So,
we should be taxing apples-and things like cigarettes, alcohol, and gasoline-and not oranges.
Let's go back to the island example. If we imposed
a 50 percenr tax on apples alone and no tax at all
on oranges, the government would still get its
$100. Apple sellers wouldn't cate because they
would still be selling their 100 apples for a nct,
after-tax price of $1. But orange sellers and
orange buyers would now be satisfied. We could
repeal the silly and unproductive 50 percenr tax
on oranges.
Now you may be asking: What does this have
to do with taxing women? It turns Out that
women are like orange eaters and men are like
apple eaters. Men are inelastic suppliers of labor;
that is, they work full time, all the time. T hey
doo 't know what else to do. They work at least
40 hours a week; it doesn't maner what you pay
them. Women , on t he ocher hand , are very sensitive to the wage rate. This is what we learned in
1986, a fact rhat anybody who had been paying
attention would have al ready known (but that
anybody rudn't include Ronald Reagan or the
other conservative advocates of t he Tax Reform
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Ace of 1986). When we effeceively raised [he
take-horne pay of women by lowering caxes,
women worked more.
Michael Boski n, a conservative econom ist at
Stanford University and the Hoover Insri[U te, and
chairman of President Bush's Council of Economic
Advisers, coamhored a paper in 1983 that suggested taxing married men twice as much as
married women. That's the optimal thing to do.
Men are like apple eaters; we should tax them.
Women are like orange eaters; we should leave
them (relatively) alone. So thac's the Economist's
Tale.

In the hal( century
between 1940 and 1990,
the percentage of married
women who were working
rose steadily from 8.6
percent to 64 percent.
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Between the Economist's Tale and rhe Social
Theorist 's Tale lies an academic div ide that I'd like
to try to bridge here. It is especially noticeable in
the legal academy, where I spend much of my
time. On the one hand , the law and economics
movement has been pursuing a wealch and utility
maximizing project, d rawing on all of the tools of
modern economic theory, including finance, game
t heory, and we lfare economics. On the other hand,
many other scholars, operating our of a classical
libe ral, social contractarian, or communirarian
perspective, have recoiled from what they see as
the quasi-science of the utilitari an camp--or what
they take as an obsession with markers and mon ey,
to the exclusion of ocher more important and
fundamental values. The twO broad camps generally fail, and sometimes even refuse to attempt,
to communicate wi th each ocher. I take this to be
an unfortunate State of affairs. Life lies in the middle of such academic divides. Real people care
about money and markets, for one obvious th ing,
but there is also much that a social tbeory, nOt
whoUy utilitarian, ca n learn from social science
and vice versa.
Matters such as tax are fint, fore most, and
finally matters of politics. Bur we can no longer
afford to dismiss politics as "mere politics," as if
reason and logic can play no role in advising our
comm unal political decisions. Ir's an unavoidable
fact that we have only our common sense, our
collective reason, to appeal to in deciding what is
JUSt or fair in maners such as tax . But there is no
very good reason for our collective community noc
to look at the teachings of social science and to
interpret rh em as it sees fit-all in t he interest of a
deeper and ri cher conceprion of what is fair or just.
It's pretty easy to see that we would not want
simply to go down the route of optimal taxationtaxing only the apples. For example, on the
commodity side, optimal taxation would suggest
taxing life-sustaining drugs, such as insul in, at
particularl y high rates, and trivial commodi ries,
such as candy bars, at low rates. Bur that would
interfere with our settled ineuitions of fairness and
justice. On the labor-supply side, optimal income
taxation might sugg es t finding ways to single our
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people with a relatively committed work eth.icrecent immigrants perhaps-and tax them at high
rates, while leaving lazy people more or less alone.
We wou ldn't wane to do that either. Bur the
Econom ist's Tale iI relevane nonerheless, even if it
is not decisive, and it is part icularl y relevant to
gende r justice in Ameri ca today. The Economist's
Tale showed us that women are co nfli cted; they
face difficult choices. The Accountant's Tale told
us that we have pi led a [ax burden on what was
already an overstressed and overburdened group of
people. And the Historian's Tale told us t hat we
did it on purpose. There's something wrong there.
With the Social Theorist's Tale, I come to what I
consider the biggest payoff for wot k in tax. It
does n't necessaril y have anything to do wirh tax,
but rat her with the broader ideals of fairness.
THE SOCIAL THEORIST'S TALE

There arc many objective measures of women's
equality-such as labo r-market parti cipation rates
and wage levels, which are improving-bur there
are also subjecrive indications of their distress.
Women of all sortS, but particularly married
mothers, appear to be unhappy. H ow can this be?
H ow can the objective signs of success or equality
coexist with subj ective signs of despai r? In 1940 ,
8.6 percent of marr ied morhers with children
under [he age of six worked. By 1990 , [his was 64
percent-a pretty steady increase of about 10
percent per decade. That's an astonishing demo-
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graphic change, and you would expect i[ to be
accompanied by chang ing models of work or the
family, Unfortunately, t hi s d idn't happen. Meanwhile, th e ge nder wage gap, after sticking at 59
percent throughout [he 1960s and 1970s, has dramaticall y declined since about 1980. The gender
gap is gone altogether in some subsectors. We are
now getting calls to repeal affirmative action. It
looks to many as though we've arri ved in t he
Promised land.
But we know better than that because che
Accountant's Tale, the Historian 's Tale, and the
Economist's Tale have raised objectively g round ed
doubts. We can support t hese doubts with an

'"
The gender wage gap, most
remarkable during the
sixties and seventies, when
women earned less t han 60
percent of mal e salaries,
now appears to be on
its way out.
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Far right: Although men's
rate of participation in the
labor force appears to
have declined sharply over
the last 40 years (solid
line) , the percentage of
men 25-44 working has
consistent ly remained over
95 percent. The drop is
due to t he fact that men
are retiring earlier and
living longer.

empathetic common sense that te lls us that someching is wrong when ic comes CO gender and justi ce in America today. So lec's look a litcle more
closely, and also more broadly, at labor markecs in
America.
Because of that stunni ng demographic cbange
involvi ng married women working, we would
expect either che workp lace or male behavior co
have changed. But we're not going to find either
one of those trends. First, let's look at part-time
work. A lot of people th in k chat more married
wome n are working part ti me. That's wrong.
There are fewer married women working parr time
today than there were, as a percentage, in 1959.
About 25 percent of women who work do so parr
ti me. This figure is often cited to suggest that
part-time work is a helpful answer to the dil emmas facing married mothers today. It's nOt. In
tracki ng the situation of women, the Census
Bureau lumps them into four age categories: 1619 (teenagers), 20-24 (often students), 25-54
(most women doing mOSt things), and 55 and
older. The 25- 54 age group is the leas/likely to
feature pan-time workers. The overall average
thac makes up that 25 percent is fueled by older
women and teenagers, so it's dear that parr-time
work hasn 't offered mu ch of a solution to the
80

legend

Right: About 25 percent of
working women work part
time, but this figure is
mainly driven by women
under 25 and over 55.
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problems facing marr ied mothers. Parr-time
work is usuall y low in pay, low in prestige, and
unlikely to survive the Accountant's Tale's rigid
calculus.
Across the board , t here's some movement in
part-time and flexible-time work, but it's more
on the demand side of firms, rather than on the
supply side of individual workers. it's motivated
by fInDS that are looking to citcumvent fringebenefit laws. firms that want a more flexible work
force that they can hire and fi re ill the event of
business-cycle contractions and so forth. We can
also pull Out of the part-time labor numbers that
percentage of people working part tiIDe who are
doing so involuntarily. This turns out to be a very
high percentage.
Now, what's been happening to rbe male side of
the picture? Occasionally people say that part of
the narrowing gender wage gap is due to changing
male behavior, and they can point to some statistics to show this. In 1955,9 1 percent of all married men were in che work force; by 1987, the
number had dropped to about 78 percent. T hat's
not as big a change as on the women's side, but it
still looks like a significant shift. Bur there's reason to be suspicious t hat it is really much of a
change at alL If we break that into the subcategories of meo 25 to 34 and 35 to 44, men in their
prime pare nting years, we find that nothing much
has happe ned. More than 97 pe rcent of married
men between 25 and 44 were in the work force in
,OO~-------------------------------------
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1955, and by 1987 the number had dropped
about 96 percent. Why is ie, then, that male
labor force partici pation appears to be declining?
The entire effect is driven by what is happening
to men older than 55. They're retiring earlier and
living longer; they're a bigger percentage of the
population.
So, what haJ happened since 1940? lc rurns Out
that, alt hough the workp lace didn 't change and
men di d n't change, women did. Women now face
a choice between staying home full time or working full rime, and t hose women who wo rk are now
working like men have always worked- full time
and with full comm itment. Since they haven't
to
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lems of taxing women. The firs t one is to return
separate fwng under the income tax. We had
separate filing in America before 1948, and, as I
mentioned earlier, most councries mat have a
comprehensive tax system have now moved to
separate filing . This would creat husbands and
wives as individuals, and would mean thar a
secondary-earning wife would have her own zero
bracket; she would not be in an income tax
bracket dictated by her husband's salary. Another
feature of it is that it picks up the optimal tax
solution, because it is, in effect, an increase in t he
tax on men and a decrease in the tax on women. It
also gives an inducement and encouragement for
men to cut back on their labor-market participation and provides an incencive to families and
firms to think of more creative parr-time and
flexible-time work.
Another fairly easy thing to do is to allow a
secondary-earner exemption under Social Security.
Ir's a pure tax on working wives designed to subsidize single earners and ot her families. It's pretty
easy to give a secondary-earner exemption, which
would give two-earner families money that they
could use for work-related expenses, such as child
care.
That's yet another easy thing to do: bener childcare provisions. There are many reasons to consider cbild care a legitimate business expense. It's
occasioned by the decision of the fami ly to have
two earners. It's tbe work and not the kids that is
the proximate cause of the expense. If we had
better tax provisions for child care, it might give
more money to the important secror of our economy that cares for children, while giving women
more cboices.
Then there's fringe-benefit reform, which looks
a lot like the secondary-earner exemption. Lots of
famili es are forced to take duplicate fringe benefits
that have already been extended to the whole
family under the primary earner's salary. To keep
things neutral and fair, we should let wome n opt
our of these benefits that they simply don't need,
and cake cash inscead. This should be tax-free
cash, since fringe benefits are tax free . And we
should simply get rid altogether of marriage
penalties on lower-income families.
All of these proposals are relatively easy to
implemenr, and they all have precedents in what
other counuies have done or what we ourselves
have done in times past. They can be justified on
the basis of social fairness and neutrality. And
they are all supported by the "utilitarian" teachings
of social science. But we need both the will and
the unders tanding in order to do them. I hope
that my work helps, at least with the latter. 0
to

been given good part-time opportunities, and
since there's been relat ively lit tle change on the
male side in regard to men helping out at home or
working less than full time, women have started to
act like men. A variery of statistics back this up.
Like men, women are now marrying later; for
example, over the last 20 years, the percentage of

If we had better tax provisions for child care, it might give more money co rhe
important sector of our economy tbat cares for children, while giv in g women
more choices .

women age 25 who are married has dropped
from 67 to 33 percent. Women are havi ng fewer
children and are having them later in life. And
working women are educating themselves more,
signaling that they're serious about work. Women
are also staying in their jobs longer.
This whole scenario could have been predicted
from the biases I mentioned at the beginning.
Remember, the basic story of taxing women is the
bias against two-earner families. Among the
poorer classes, that's a bias against marriage. This
means more single parents and more single parents
working full time. Among the wealthier classes,
it's a bias for stay-at-home wives, while the men
continue to work full time. And in the middle,
it means stress and an all-or-nothing effect for
women-stay home or work full time inside and
outside the home. A small group of women is
looking for flexible options, but they're not going
to find them, by and latge. They are going to
have to work full time and with full commitment,
[00.

CONCLUSION: HOPES FOR CHANGE

There is some good news. There are lots of
relatively easy things we can do to fix the prob-
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Republicam in Cong"'s, partly i7lJpired by McCaffery's
hook, haflt! recently proposed a Marriage-Tax Elimination Act ,hal would give married couples the option of
filing separately.

F aculty F ile

HONORS AND AWARDS

Peter Dervan, Bren Professor of Chemistry and chair
of [he Division of Chemistry
and Chemical Engineering,
has been elecced Scientisc of
me Yea< by me Achievemenc
Rewards for College Scienciscs (ARCS).
Postdoctoral scholar
Mary E. Dicki nson has
been selecced by cbe Cancer
Research Fund of the Damon
Runyon-Wa lcer Winchell
Foundation to receive one of
20 poscdoccocal fellowships
awarded in 1997. Dicki nson,
a postdoc in the laboratory of
Rosen Professor of Biology
ScOtt Fraser, studies the
neurogenesis of the spinal
cord in zebra fish. Anthony
P. West, Jt., a graduate
student in chemistry, has
also been selected to receive
a Cancer Research Fund
fellowship foc a poscdoccoeal
projecc beginning in July.
Associate Professor of
Geochemistry Kenneth
Farley has been selecced by
the European Association of
Geochemistry to receive the
Houterman Awatd, which is
given to an outstanding
young geochemist. Farley's
research invo lves the application of noble gases to the
study of several earth science
problems. including mantle!
atmosphere evolution and
extraterrestrial debris on
Earch .
Beckman Professor of
Chemistry and Director of
[he Beckman Institute H arry
Gray has been elecced a

foreign member of che Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences.
The journal lnorganica
Chimica Aaa has also presented Geay wim rhe Sigillum Magnum; tbe award
is confe,rred on individuals
judged co bave made che
g reatest contribution to
inorganic chemistry during
che lasc 30 years.
Philip Hoffman. professor
of hi story and social science,
has been selecced by che
Economic History Association co receive the 1997
Gyorgy Ranki Prize for

Gruwth in a Traditional Society:
th. French Cortntryliek, 14501815, which the association
judged che ourscanding book
published berween 1994 and
1996 on European economic
hiscory. The book also
gacnered H offman che All en
Shad in Memorjal Award
from the Social Science
History Association.
Assis tant Professor of
Political Science J onathan
K atz has been selected to
receive the Pi Sig ma Al pha
Award for Best Paper at the
Midwest Political Science
Association Convention, fo r
his paper, coauthored with
Gary King , " A Statistical
Model of Mulciparty Eleccoral
Data."
Professor of Political
Science D . Roderick Kiewiet
has been named an executive
council member of the
M idwest Politi cal Science
Association.
Steven Mayo, ass istant
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professor of biology and
assis rant investigaror,
Howard Hug hes Medical
Inscirute. has won the 1997
J ohnson Foundation Prize
from the University of Pennsylvania's Johnson Research
Foundation.
James Morgan, Goldberger
Professor of Environmental
Engineering Science, has been
awarded che 1997 Simon W.
Freese Environmental
Engineering Award and
Lectu re by the Ameri can
Society of Civil Engineers,
fo r research thar has brought
"fundamental aquatic chemistry ro bear on iss ues of
environmental engineering
practice. ,.
Associate Professor of
Astronomy Charles Sreidel
has been awarded a $5 00.000
D avid and Lucile Packard
Foundation fellowship.
Steidel's research area is the
fo rm ati on and evolution of
galaxies; he will use the
award largely for instrum ents
to be fined ontO Palomar's
200-inch celescope. co aid
bim in his search for galaxies
as chey appeared when rhe
universe was less than 15
percent of its cu rrent age.
David Stevenson, Van
Osdol Professoc of Planerary
Science. will receive che 1998
Harry H. H ess Medal of che
American Geophysical
Union. to be awarded at its
spring meeti ng. The award
honors outstanding achievements in research on the
consti t ution and evolution
of Earch and sister planets.
Ahmed Zewail . Pauling
Professor of Chemical Physics
and professor of physics, has
been selecced by che American Chemical Society to
receive the 1997 E. Brighc
Wilson Award in Spectroscopy. Zewail pioneered t be
field of femcochemisrry.
which uses lasers to observe
nearly instantaneous chemical
reactions in real time. 0
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R. STANTON AVERY
1907-1997
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R . Stanton "Scan" Avery,
maverick inventor and longtime Calcech trustee and
benefactor, died earl y Frid ay,
December 12, at Hu ntington
Hospi tal in Pasadena.
Long a household name
because of che Avery labels he
created and marketed, Avery
had a strong associacion for
many years wich cbe Inscituce.
He became a member of the
Board of Trusrees in 197 L,
and served as chair becween
1974 and 1985. Ac che cime
of his death he was a Life
Trustee and truscee chai r
emeritus.
"The whole Calceeh
comm unity is deeply saddened by che passi ng of Scan
Avery," said Dr. Gordon E.
Moore, chair of the Calcech
BoaId of Tcuscees and
chairman emeritus and cofounder of rhe Ince! Corporation. "H e was a great supporrer of the Institute, and
he will be fondly remembered
by che rrusrees, che faeu lcy,
and the students and staff."
Avery's most recent major
gift co Caltech was Avery
House, an 80,000-square-foor
dormitory on the northeasc
side of campus, that was
completed in Sep tember
1996. True to his entrepreneurial spiri t, he provided the
resources to make Avery
HOllse one of t he most innovative dormitories in
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America-to wir, a dorm
with an entrepreneurial focus
rhar borh celebrates and supPOrtS the spirir of innovation
and invention. The dorm bas
space for graduate and und etgraduate students as well as
faculty families and visiting
entrepreneurs and other
special guests.
In October, Avery partici pated in an Avery H ouse
event for inner-city teenagers.
The event, "Tomorrow 's
Entrepreneurs Today," drew a
number of 13 - co 17-year-olds
with an interest in entrepreneurship who heard rh e 90year-old Avery rell the story
of his career.
An Oklahoma nati ve,
Avery came to Southern
Califo rn ia afcer high school
and earned his bachelor's
degree from Pomona College.
He initially thought about
entering the import-export
business after spending an
entire college year in China,
but rhe grim business climate
of the Depression eventually
led him inco the circumstances thar would ultimatel y
make his fortune as an encrepreneur and inventor. In
1932, wirh a $100 loan from
his bride-to-be and some
machi ne-des ign experience
wi th a company that had
go ne Out of business, he
cobbled together a prototype
labeling machine from

Stan Avery speaking at the Avery
House groundbreaking ceremony.

various mechanical parts.
This machine was to make
possible the fi rst commercially successful self-adhesive
labels, and is the ancesror of
the Avery label enterprise as
it exists tOday.
From that modest beginning, t he company g rew into
the multi -billion-dollar international Avery Dennison
Corporati on.
In add ition to his Caltech
affi liacion, Avery through the
yea rs was also a member of
the Huntington Library
board of trustees, director
of che Los Angeles World
Affai rs Council, president
of U ni ted Way, trustee of rhe
Los Angeles County Museum
of Ace, member of rhe Claremont Unjversity Center
board of feHows, and vice
chairman of rhe Performing
Arcs Council of the Music
Center board of governors.
Avery is also widely known
to college stUdents and faculty in Southern California for
the Durfee Foundation, which
was ereaced in 1960 by Avery
and his first wife, the late
Dorothy Durfee Avery, to
promote a number of individual efforts that are oneof-a-kind venrures rhar a re
un likely to receive suppOrt
fro m any other source. Since
1985, che Durfee Foundacio n
has spo nsored the American!
Chinese Adventure Capital
Program to oUIrure creative
interaction between America ns and t he people of
mainland China. n -RT

A portrait of President Emeritus Tom Everhart was unveiled at a January 13 luncheon
attended by members of the Board of Trustees and Tom and Doris Everhart. Painted by Los
Angeles artist Brent Benger, Everhart's likeness will join those of his predecessors-Millikan,
Brown, and Goldberger-on the Athenaeum walls, just outside the lounge. The Everharts
were also presented with memorabilia of their leavetaldng last June,
as well as the framed charcoal study for the portrait.

